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¥lrst S#ent nuclear fuel reprocessing plant

ln ceeperation with SGN of France, we ve
centinued to establish ourselves as the
ceuntry's leading engineer for radwaste
treatment, di$posal and other back-end
faciiities And through our efforts and

achievements, we've earned worldwide
 recognition for our top-quality engineenng
 servlces and outstandlng expertlse ln
 constructing nuclear fuel cycle facilities -

 particularly for radwaste management and
 spent nuclear fuel reprocessing
  These are not claims These are facts
And these facts have led two malor
Japanese nuclear power service compa-

 nies to contract us for the delivery of a

Engineering Services
 fuel reprocessing plant and a low-Ievel
 radwaste storage facilety - two important
 proJects which, when completed, wtll
 bnng Japan a step closer to the comple-
 tion of its nuclear fuel cycle Moreover,

 we were awarded a contract to design
 and construct radwaste fac"Lties for
 Vlrglnla Power - the fwst tlme a

 Japanese engineenng company has
  been contracted by a U S utility forthe
 delivery of integrated radwaste facilities

   lf we haven't convinced you at this
 point that we're the best when it comes
 to nuclear fuel cycie facilities, there's

 only one other way to prove st Put us to
 work Ybu'll find that everything we've
 told you is true

Overseas Network

             TotalEngineenngandConstruction Woridwide

    @ dGG CORPORAVION
        Head Office New Ohtemachi Bldg 2-1 Ohtemachi2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo Japan
           fe1 Tokyo 03 (279) 5441 Fax 81-3-273-8047 felex 0222-3096JGCTOK J

eBeuingeJakartaeSingaporeeKualaLumpureBahraineKuwaiteAl-KhobareRiyadheJeddaheTheHagueePanseLondoneAlgiers
          e Arzew e Sao Paulo e Santo Domingo e Washington D C e Houston e San Jose
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  Jiro Enjoji

Chairman, JAIF

I"wrrm

--rk

    Junnosuke Kishida
Chairman, ?xogram Cogiixxxittee

-- BASIC THEME -

TOWARD HARMONY OF NVCkEAR ENERGY AND HUMAN SOCgETY

    The social circumstances surrounding nuclear power development have become gui'te

austere of late with an extensive anti-nuclear power movement strengt]hening in Japan. Some

countries seem to be halting the construction of new nuclear power plants or have with-

draw from nuc]ear power generation. Nuclear issues are now strongly argued not only on

the polictical stage but also among the public at large.

    At the 22nd JAIF Annual Conferenee, the position and role ofnuclearenergy wM be

reconsidered from the viewpoints of a stabie supply of energy, the global environment and

mankind, for the purpose of gaining the understanding and confidence of people, espeeially

women and the younger generation,in the necessity and safety of nuclear power.

    It is our sincere hope that this year's conference will provide a valuable opportunity

for all participants from various countries to engage in full discussions on the significance

and future of nuclear power development, new yopspects for nuc}ear technologies, the

present relations between society and the nuclear fuel cycle, and ways of international

cooperation, in particular keeping the harmony of between nuc}ear power and society in

mind.
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          22ND JArF ANNUAL CONFERENCE

                    PROGRAM

                 BASrC THEME

TOWARD HARMONY OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AND HUMAN SOCZETY

               12-14 April 1989
             Tokyo Yubinchokin Hall

WEDNESDAY, APRXL 12

9:30am - 10:20am
opENxNG sEssroN

Chairman:
          Masayoshi Hayashi
          President
          Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuei Development Corporation

    Remarks by Chairman of Program Cornrnittee
          Junnosuke Kishida
          Honorary Chairman
          Japan Research Institute

    JAIF Chairman's Ad(lress
          Jiro Enjoji
          Chairman
          japan Atomic lndustrial Forura

    Rernarks by Chairman of Atomic Energy Cornmission
          Moichi Miyazaki
          Chairman
          Atomic Energy Cornmission
          Minister of State for Science and Technology

                               -3-



1O:20am
SESSION 1

 12:20pm
: NUCLEAR ENERGY IN MODERN HISTORY: MrSSrONS AND ISSUES

Chairman:
          Tomoo Nakano
          Chairman
          The Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc.

    "The World's Needs for Nuciear Power"
          Hans Blix
          Director General
          International Atomic Energy Agency

    "Wornen's Entry into the Nuclear Community"
          Gail de Planque

          President ･
          American Nuclear Society

    "The Role of Nuclear Energy in Supplying CSSR Energy Dernands"
          Antonin Krumnikl
          Minister of Fuel and Energ･y
          Czechoslovakia

Chairman:
          Tadahiro Sekimoto
          President
          NEC Corporation

    "Meaning of Nuclear Power Development in Today's World : Can
       Energy Contribute to Society of Mankind ? "
          Shoh Nasu
          Chairman
          The Federation of Electric Power Companies
          President
          The Tokyo E!ectric Power Company., Inc.

    "Assurance of Energy Sources and the Role of Nuclear Power
       for the 21st Century"
          Jean-- Daniel Levi
          Director General
          Energy and Raw Materials
          Ministry of Industry
          France

    "The Main Guideline and Technical Measures with the Purpose
       of Improvement of the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants with
       VVER-1000 Reactors"
          Alexandor L. Lapshin
           Deputy Minister
          Ministry of Nuclear Power
          {JSSR

                                -4-
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Chairman:
          Yotaro Iida
          President
          Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

    "Nuclear Energy Development in Pakistan ---
      and Problems"
          Munir A. Khan
          Chairman
          Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission'

    "Starting Nuclear Power in China"
          Qi-Tao Huang
          Vice President
          China National Nuclear Corporation

    "Glasnost and Nuclear Power Development in
          Vradimir S, Guvalev
          Science Editor,
          "PRAVDA"
          USSR

Pol.icy, Prospects

the Soviet Union"

6:OOpm -- 7:30pm
JAZF CHAIMAN'S RECEPTZON

             Room " HO-･O "
2nd Floor, TOKYO PRINCE HOTEL,
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THURSDAY, APRIL 13

9:30am -
SESSION

 12:30pm
2: NUCLEAR POWER AMONG SOCIETY (Lectures and Panei)

Chairwoman:
Takeko Yanase
Journa!ist

Lectures:
    "'Nuclear Disputes in the
          Soichiro Tahara
          Critic

Part One Year"

et Characteristics
     Yasumasa
      Professor
      Gakushuin

 of Current
Tanaka

University

Anti-Nuclear Protest Groups in Japan"

Panelists:
Yotaro
Writer

Konaka

Tomoko
Critic

Inukai

Takashi Ymazaki
Executive Vice
Chubu Electric

President
Power Co.

'
Inc.

Soichiro
Critic

Tahara

Yasumasa
Professor
Gakushuin

Tanaka

University
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12:50pm bu 2:50pm
LUNCHEON
                            Room "HO-O"
              2nd Floor,TOKYO PRINCE HOTEL

Remarks:
          HiroshS Mitsuzuka
          Minister for International Trade

Special Lecture:
    "Life of Modern People"
          Ayako Sono
          Writer

and Industry

1:30pm - 2:40pm
FiLMS

Most recent films on nuclear
CONFERNCE HALL
 power development will be shown.

3:10pm -
sEssroN

 6:OOpm
3: NEW PROSPECTS OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES

Chairman:
          Kenko Hasegawa
          Chairrnan
          Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

    "Fuel Supply Technologies: Uranium Enrichment and
       Route"
          William L. Wilkinson
          Deputy Chief Executive
          British Nuciear Fuels plc

    "FBR Fuel Cycle Technology "
          Toshiyasu Sasaki
          Executive Director
          Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development

    "An Innovative LMR Design for the Future"
           Bertram Wolfe
          Vice President
          Nuckear Energy Operations
           General Electric Company

Integrated

Corporation

Dry
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Chairman:
          Masakazu Tamaki
          President
          Chiyoda

    "Nuclear Materials Recycling: The Great Challenge"
          Robert Lallemaent
          Director for Nuciear R and D Programs
          Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique
          Jean-Pierre Rougeau
          Vice President
          Compagnie Generale des Matieres Nucleaires
          F:ance

    "Nuclear Power Robot"
          Kazuhiko Imoto
          Chairman
          Subcomrnittee on Nuciear Power Plant
           rechnology Committee
          Advanced Robot Technoiogy Research Association

Chairrnan:

           Reinosuke Hara
           President
           Seiko Instrurnents ;nc.

    "Radiation: Creating Clean Environment"
           Sueo Machi
           Director General
           Takasakk Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment
           Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

    "Recent Trend of Medi･cal Use of Radiation in Cancer Therapy"
           Sunao Egawa
           Chief
           Dept. of Radiation Therapy
           National Cancer Center Hospitai

-8-



FRIDAY, APRIL 14

9:30am -
SESSXON 4

12

:

:30pm
ON NUCLEAR PHASE--OUT POLICY OF SWEDEN (Lectures and Panel)

Chairman:
          Toyoaki Ikuta
          President
          Institute of Energy Economics, Japan

Lectures:
    "Sweden"s Energy Policy "
          Hans Rode
          Director General
          Swedish National Energy Administration

    "The Swedish Energy Policy in an Industrial and
       Context"
          Lennart Foge!stroem
          President,
          ABB Atorn AB
          Sweden

    "Sweden's Energy Future---Pocicy vs Politics"
          Tor R. Gerholm
          Professor
          The University of Stockholm
          Sweden

Panelists: ( In addition to the above Speakers )
          Bill Harris
           Senior Vice President
          US Council for Energy Awareness

           Jean-- Daniel Levi
           Director General
           Energy and Raw Material
           Ministru of Industrby France

           Katsuhiko Suetsugu
           Editorial Writer
           The Nihon Keizai Shimbun

           Yoshihisa Akiyama
           Senior Managing Director
           The Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc.

General Comments by Chairman
                               -9-
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2:OOpm --

SESSZON
 5:OOpm
5: TOWARD NEW ERA OF NUCLEAR FrUEL

Chairman:
          Shoichiro Kobayasi
          Chairman
          The Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc,
          Vice Chairman
          Japan Atomic Xndustrial Forum

Lectures:
    "The Nuciear Fuel Cycle and Global Technological Change"
          John N. Yochelson
          Vice President
          Center for Strategic & International Studies
          USA

    "Environmental Issues of the Nuclear Industry"
          Dennis B. Cearlock
          Director
          Battele Pacific Northwest Laboratories
          USA

    "Nuclear Fuel Seen from the Aspect of Scientific Technology"
          Atsuyuki Suzuki
          Professor
          The University of Tokyo

    "Atomic Energy in an Anthropological Perspective:
       Towards an Evaluative Uderstanding of the Piace of Nuclear
       Technology"
          Klaus Riesenhuber
          Director
           Institute of Medieval Thought
          Professor
          Dept. of Philosophy
          Sophia University

General Comments by Chairman

CLOSING REMARKS:
   Shoichiro Kobayashi
   Chairrnan
   The Kansai Electric Power Co.,
   Vice Chairrnan
   Japan Atomic Industrial Forum

                        - 10 -
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12

Ze:20 am

SESSION 1

12:20 pm

NUCLEAR ENERGY IN MODERN HISTORY: MISSION AND ISSVES

   Under current conditions, with the world wide energy balanee easing, public under-

standing of energy issues have been gradual}y moving away from the days of the two oil

crises of the past. [[he population increase and the wish for improved living standards in

underdeveloped countries are expected to result in rising growth of energy demand. The

greenhouse effects is becoming a critical issue for the world environment..

   'llie session will seek new meaning in essentia1 energy for economic, social and cultual

development. It will also discuss trends in demand and supp}y forenergy,security,and the

significance and role of nuclear power among energy resources.

- 11 -



THE WORM'S NEEDS FOR NUCLEAR POwr.R

           H. Blix
       Director General

International Atomic Energy Agency

    There are widely varying opinions on whether the world's population will need more or less

energy in the future. Some scenazrios for future energy demand are highly optimistic about the

potential for conservation while authoritative organizations forecast increasing demand for

energy, and especially electricity. It is considered that developing countries in particular will

need substantially more energy to support their development.

    Electricity will become increasingly important as a secondary energy form with a high level

of efficiency and safety in end use. Its use has already contributed to primary energy savings in

industrialized couneries. The options for producing more electricity wil}, however, be progressi-

vely more iimited in the future by environmental considerations which will cal1 for less use of

fossil fuels to limit the emission of gases which contribute to the greenhouse effect (C02) and

cause acid rain (S02 and NOx). 'Ihe renewable alternative energy sources are not able to meet

the increase in demand which must be expected and nuclear power,together with hydro power,

will remain the two alternative sources which do not give rise to such emissions.

    Objections to nuclear power focus on its safety,the disposal of radioactive waste, and the

risk of proliferation of nuclear weapons. Experience has shown that risks axe never zero for any

kind of energy production. The risks associated with nuclear power are now often exaggerated.

They should, however, be seen in the context not only of the risks of other energy production

methods and the environmental protection priorities which must now be set, but also ofthe

actions taken and under way both nationally and internationally - not least through the IAEA -

to further improve safety and radiation protection. Following the Chernobyl accident, a wide

range of such activities are now being undertaken which constitute essential elements in an

international nuclear safety regime.

- 13 -



wameNe$ EswRy xNwo maE mocmam comoNx!ffylhe"

          Dr. Gaii de Manque
              President
        Arneriean Nuclear Society

    Todaye almost 40 percent off the Japanese workforce is made up

of womene Howevers women hold only 5.3 percent of Japanese
managerial positions. A sirnilasc sieuation existed in the United

States in the paste

    Sinee thene Ameriean women have made great strides in

educatione opened up new employment possibiZitiese and gained a

new imagee Due to a declining birth rate and the increasing need
for highZy skSIXed wonkerss the demand ffor women in the labor

market, especiaXly in scienee and engineeringe is expected to

escalate dramatically in the next decade. Therefores the
Arnerican Nuclear Society is working to encourage more students,

especiaXly women, to entenc the nueiear fieZd. :n additions the

society activeXy promotes the educational and publie relations

activities of its women rnembers.

    There is a general sense tliat broader partieipation by wornen

in science and engineerimg, especially in the nuclear field where

the percentage off women is extremely low, will Zead to an

inereased acceptanee of nuelear energy by Chis group. Wheeher or
not this theory i$ vaZid for the United States, and whether or

not it is applieable to other countriese only time and experience

will teUe But the evidence aecurnulated thus fasc indicates that

the eoncept has rnerite

- 14 -



   TffE ROLE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
gN SUPPL'YING CSSR ENERGY DEMANDS

       ftof. Ing. Drsc. Antonin Krumniki

          Ministef of Fuel and Energy

               Czechoslovakia

    'IIhe reason for Czechoslovakia to develop, improve and attain a stable position for nuclear

power is to be found in the following advantageous features of nuclear power itself: environ-

menta1 safety lnuclear power is one 1arge-scale source of energy which does not give riseto acid

rain or any of the greenhouse gasesl, economic ef£iciency /in terms of generating cost over the

entire plant life, nuclear power is the most eoonomical source of power in Czechoslovakial,

supply stability lnuclear power can operate for one year on a single loading of fuel, it is easy to

transport nuclear fuel for a nuclear power plants, uranium ore is a domestic energy resouxcel.

Nuclear power status lto 31 December 19871 in Czechoslovakia can be descxibed as follows:

8 units lon two stiesl with VVER-440 reactor system in operation. Nuclear power plants pro-

duced about 22 TWh electricity in 1987 /it accounted for 26% of the CSSR electric energy/.

    Total operating experience are about 42 years. 'lhe nuclearr power p}ants registered a 76%

factor in 1987, Economic advaritages of nuclear power over other thermal power sources are at

present obvious.

    [lhere has been no accident in which radioactive substances have affected people in the

vicinity of a nuclear power plant. Efforts to rnaint)ain the possible lower level of radioactive

substances emitted from nuclear power plants during normal operation have held such emissions

to levels we!1 below those permitted by the regulations. In the nuclear fuel cycle Czechoslovakia

elosely cooperates with the Soviet organizations. [lhe spent fuel is transported back to the USSR.

    Efforts to gain public acceptance for the nuclear power have resulted in a relative smooth

licensing process of the new nuclear power planbs in the country.

    At present the resources for the financing of the nuc}ear power piant projects are shrinking.

There are two main reasons for this fact: the rising investment costs ofthe nuclear power plants

and the changing overall investment policy /as a result of the intention to change the structure of

a national economy systeml.

    The next development of nuclear energy in Czechoslovakia is based on the long-term out-

look on energy supply and demand.

    The estimated primary energy demand foy 2000 /2005/ is expected 100, 9 11081 mi!lion

tons in coal equivalent. In this content, the outlook for installed nuclear capacity is expected

10,OOO MW !14,OOO MW/.

     At present about 5,800 MW in VVER 400 and VVER 1,OOO are under construction. It is

expected the share of nuclear power generated electricity accounts for 40% by X995. To reach

the target figures £or 2000 /2005/ year it is necessary to prepare the nuclear development plans

for three new sites during the next 5 years.

- 15 -



    As far as the reactor strategy is concerned, the advanced VVER-1000 reactor systems will

be the workhorses of the Czechoslovak nuclear programme. It is expected the advanced VVER-

leOO can reduce the exposure doses of operational personnel and the quantity of !ow-level

wastes, save the uranium ore, improve the availability factor and reduce KWh cost. Czecho-

slovakia is aiso deeply interested in the deployment of easy - to operate, easy-to maintain

medium and smal1 size reactors of the so cailed "second nuclear era" for steam and hot water

supply, electricity generation, coal gasification, chemical industry, etc. Studies are conducted

by national institutions on the technological and economic £easibility of such reactors.

    R & D nuclear activities in CSSR are implemented in the joint technological development

on a internationai scale within the CMEA counuies.

- 16 -



  MEANING OF NUCLEAR POiWER DEVELOPMENT
               ffN TODAY'S WORM

- Can Nxxc}ear Energy Conuibute to Society of Mankind? -

                      Sho Nasu
                      President
              Tokyo Electric Power Company

                      Chairman
         The Federation of Electric Power Companies

    Use of energy resources produced from the realm of nature offers a number of advantages

to mankind. Good as it is, however, it has signifieant counterbalancing disadvantages, such as

depletion of resources, wastes and other unwelcome inMuences on the environment.

    It goes without saying, therefore, that technologies for using natural meesources should

essentially be aimed at "maximizing benefits that can be derived from natural resources in the

form of energy while minimizing the resultant cost of energy usage or losses to the natural

environment encompassing human beings.""

    We human beings have at one time in the past been so much preoccupied with acquisition

o£ merits and so less concerned about demerits that wastes, industxia1 or otherwise, have been

dumped in too large a quantity for environmental assimilating capacity to take care, and new

chemical sUbstances never occurxing naturally have been reZeased without any reasonable control,

only to destroy and degenerate the natural environment and hence man's living environment.

Worse still, the practice is still going on. The human race should renounce it once and £or al1.

    Man's existence depends on his environment. Self-contradiction here is that the very

existence and prosperity of human beings change and u}timately disrupt the envinconment. The

principal and underlying cause of it is attubuted simply to the fact that we use energy. To

maintain our existence and prosperity, we should use our own wisdom to hold back the ineviable

degeneration of the environment.

    A look at the envireonment surrounding human beings now reveals that two of the most

serious problems are in progress:

(1) Degeneration of the natural environment on a global scale; and

(2) Destmiction of the natural environment resulting frorn population explosion, as well as the

    aggravated social environment associated with inMux of the farrning population into cities,

    in less developed countmies.

    'TEhese tendencies are not just confined to any specific localities but should be perceived as

problems highly likely to spread over other parts of the world and jeopardize the very existence

of mankind in due course of time.

- 17 -



    Behind the development of these problems lie a number of complexities. One such factor,

it may well be said, is that advanced countries which account for no more than 25 percent

of the world's population, yet consume as much as 75 percent of global energy supplies, are pass-

ing the cost of affluence they enjoy on to less developed nations in the world.

    If that is the case, what is most needed to stem the ongoing tendency toward environmental

degeneration is the awareness and commitment of advanced and industrialized members of the

international community. There axe two important points that demand immediate attention in

this regard.

    First, the industrial nations should take the lead energetieally and earnestly in implement-

ing a set of measures, inchading transformation of their own life-styles, to solve global-scale

environmental problems while giving full consideration to social and economic problems facing

less developed countries.

    Secondly, science and technology the industria! nations have should provide the best pos-

sibie solutions. The key to suecess in this direction is the development and use of energy-

related technologies. What the world needs now is science and technology that is friendly to the

natural environment.

    Science and technology has originally developed as a means of man's su!rvival in the natural

environment. In the process of its development, while interacting with natural resources man

harnesses for his own purposes as mentioned earlier, science and technology has always produced

things new, unknown or unexperienced one after another before man, driven by his innate

pursuit of improvement, as well as economic and social needs of his society.

    How have we human beings reacted to these new technologies? Technologies that have

been accepted by our soeiety to a eertain extent can be categorized into two broad types. In

their initial stage,

a. Some teehnologies have been accepted unresistedly or even favorab}y with great hopes

of their merits and, conversely, little understanding of their demerits;

be Others have met with significant rejection because

promise of meribs.

of concern about demerks,if some

    But the fates of these technologies vary. For example, dichlorodiphenyletrichloroethane

or an agricu}tural chemical known as DDT, and polychlorinated biphenyls or PCB were two of

the technological products in the first category. Because of their toxicity proved later,however,

both chemicals died out and were replaced by their substitutes. Science and techno!ogy has

proved the chemicals to be harmful and developed their replacements. Electricity, steam locomo-

tives, and aixcraft came under the second category but have slowly gained acceptance with man's

society.

    Why and how have pub!ic apprehensions been driven away with the products in the second

category? There are many factors that can be conceived as reasons to explain this. Ostensible as

it may be, one of the most important reasons is of course that improvements after improvements
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have been made with the progress of science and technology to help emphasize the advantages of

these products while overcoming their disadvantages.

    Nevertheless, that may not be the sole factor that has driven a sense of unease out of

people's minds. Rather, it may be that any product ofscienee and technology will not come to

stay in man's society until all members of this society respohd more to the merits and less to the

demerits of that product to have a `sense of reliability' and that sense of reliability evolves into

a `sense of security' to accpet something new.

    When we look at nuclear power known as `giant' technology in the modern society of ours

in this perspective,the following observations can be made.

    a. Unfoxtunate enough,the atomic bomb was the first nuclear energy ever harnessed by

         mankind. As a natural consequence of this, peaceful uses of nuclear energy began with

         conviction and determination to ensure that "radioactive substances as leftovers from

         the use of nuclear energy in no case degenerate the environment."

b.

c.

    Consid

lities the

to nuclear

To achieve this, ail technical means available a]re provided in nuclear energy production.

A prudent policy is adopted to keep radioactive xx}aterial under perfect control through

nearly fiawless machinery and equipxnent, as we}l as safety concepts to use them

unerringly. As paret of that policy,any nuclear powem pxoject pays the closest possible

attention to envixonmenta1 protection right from the start by incorporating such

approaches as:.

- Total emission control of radioactive material contained in gaseous and liquid

  wastes; and

- Environmental impact assessment of radioactive material releases in case of accident

  or during normal opexation of nuclear reactor.

Compared with resources-dependent and resources-cbnsuming energy such as from

fossil fuels, nuclear energy is a technology-dependent form of energy in that uses of

natural resources can be expanded and resultant waste contro]led by technology. Since

essentially only a small quantity of uranium is required to obtain large quantities of

energy, nuclear waste is xelatively small in quantity and controllable. On top of that,it

is expected that some transuranic paticles found in nuclear waste can be annihilated

some time in the future - that is, through techno}ogy that wil} change transuranic

e}ements with long half-lives found in nuclear waste into ones with shorter half-lives.

Therefore, it is essentially possible to keep nuclear waste from having adverse effects

on the natural environment. Being technology-dependent means that nuclear energy

has another important socioeconomic benefit as it is relatively invulnerable to finite

availability and fluctuating prices of natural resources.

  ering these advantages of nuclear energy, it is one of the most important responsibi-

nuclear advanced countries should assume from now on to increase their commitment

 power at a reasonable rate to meet energy requirements fox their own existence and
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growth and thereby decrease their dependence on less developed nations for supplies of natura1

resources while extending a strong, heiping hand to these developing countries in improving their

living environment.

    By taking this approach, we firmly believe, the industrial nations are certain to make asuc-

cessful start to so}ve environmental problems facing the Earth.

    What was the reaction of human beings to the introduction of nuclear power technology

into human soeiety? When the atoms-for-peace program got under way 35 years ago,nuclear

power was hailed by human beings with ardenv hopes of extracting vast amounbs of energy,

though there was much argument about it. As nuclear energy practical}y came into use for

commercial purposes in earnest, however, strong rejection stemming chieMy £rom a feeling of

uneasiness set in to take ho}d on people's mind. This is a typical example of the pattern that has

been followed by the aforementioned second-category products of science and technology. Later

on up to the present day, this popular rejection has set in over and over again, eventually develop-

ing into soeial movements.

    Admittedly, there is popular "sentiment" against nuclear power, oxiginating basically from a

feeling of uneasiness. And when people are forced to follow the dictates of "reason" and say yes

to, for example, the necessity of nuclear power as an alternative source of energy following the

oil crises and more recently, to argument for nuclear power as a best solution to the greenhouse

effect being accelerated by rising atmospheuic carbon dioxide levels, there is a conflict between

"reason" and "sentiment" in their mind. 'Ihriggered by minor trouble, this conflict comes to the

fore easily and unexpectedly. Contrary to "rational" understanding, a nuclear power p]ant acci-

dent like the TMI and Chemobyl rubs people the wrong way to whip up anti-nuclear "feeling,"

making them bereft of "reason."

    in the field of nuclear energy, therefore, there is a conflict of "reason" and "sentiment" in

terms of man's att!tude toward science and technology. And this conflict exists between nuclear

energy suppliers and consumers.

    To resolve this confrontation and deepen public under standing of nuclear energy, the

proponenes must revive people's hopes and confidence in nuclear power by changing the current

approaches appealing to receivers' "reason" to ones appealing to their "sentiment." To this

end, all the people in the nuclear power industry are required, before anything else,to gain and

accumulate experience in the safe opevation of nuclear power planbs and take an open and

straightforward attitude toward the general public, and, in so doing, regain and build up public

confidence. This is a task that may require many years of patience and endurance,just as

nuclear energy must be seen in a much longer perspective than conventional sources of energy.
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ASSURANCE OF ENERGY SOURCES AND TNE ROLE
  OF NVCkEAR POWER FOR THE 2kSrV CENTURY

Jean-Damiel LEVK

    Xmmediately after the first oil shock in Z973, the French energy policy had two main

targets:

    dv development of the independence as regards the energy supply,

    - availability of cheap energy supplies.

    With these purposes in mind, three main 1ines were defimed;

    - diversification of the energy suppiies,

    - reduction of the energy bill,

    - energy savmg.

    rllhese principles ahve led France to develop an important nuclear program.

    Today, it makes available a cheap electricity production, relying on divexsified supplies, and

lightly dependent on importation.

    in 1989, two additional structural data must be eonsidered:

    - the opening o£ the £rontiers in Europe in 1993:

    Europe should pursue the same objectives of energetie independence and reduced supply

costs. maiis wlll be made possible only if a free market oaf energy is progressively establisheci.

rrWiese targets lead to the adapted use o£ the own resources of eaeh countncy, and the definitiorm o£

the best adapteci electric energy supp!y.

    - the errvixonmental concern about the misk of gtobal change:

    as for the production of catrbon dioxide, we caxx already observe a significant xeduction of

ernission in Fbeance (in 1987, 350 m"lions tons have been produced due to fossl £uel consump-

tion versus 610 millions tons that would have been produced without our nuclear program).

     Moreover, we have to take into account the presently increasing cost of oil.

     When the 2Xst centuiry comes, the targebs which axe now leading the fflrench policy wll1

sul1 be valid, and even made more crucial as far as the greenhouse effect is concerned. Moreover,

these aims rnight become worldwide issues.

     Thus, one can expect a further development of nuclear energy in the future, provided:

    -nd- a reasonable public acceptance,

     -- a rationalization o£ its worldwide deveiopment,

    - and the pursuit e£ efforts in the fie!d of sa£ety.
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  THE MAIN GUIDELINES AND TECHNICAL MEASURES
  wrWH TffE PURPOSE OF ffMPROVEMENT THE SAFETXY"
OW NVCLEAR POWER PLANTS WXTff VVER-XOOe REACTORS

                   AIexandor L. Lapshin
                     Deputy Minister
               USSR Ministry of Nuclear Power

1. XNTRODUCTION
The actuality of problems of the safety of the NPPs with VVER reactors, their broad

spreading and application uptil the year 2000.

The analyses of the safety of NPPs with VVER reactors performs by different countries.

The ways of further improvement of reliability and safety of NPPs with VVER reactors.

2e BRIEF TECHNXCAL DATA ON VVER-1000 REACT()R
The thermal a rrangement o£ the reactor, reactor type, main reactor characteristics, safe-

guards system structure, main features of the containment design etc.

3. THE MAIN TRENDS OF IMPROVEMENT OF RELXABILITY AND SAFETY OF
NPPs WITH VVER-1000 REACTORS
--- improvement of reactor nuclear physical characteristics;

-- implementation of safeguards system based on passive principle;

- implementation of diagriostics systems of metal, piping and safeguards system prepared-

  ness;

-perfection of automized system of technological processes control and information

  supply;

- implementation of operator support systems, of "emergency control" principle;

- perfection of safeguards-localisation system.

4. ADDITIONAL MEASURES TO IMPROVE RELIABIUTY AND
SAFETY OF NPPs WITH VVER-1000 REACTORS
- reactor advancement;

- passive heat transfer system;

- emergency boric injection system;

- meta} and piping diagrLostics system;

- control system of safeguards preparedness (discrete performance control of the safeguards

  system e}ements);

bu perfection of automized system of technological processes control;

bu localisation system of leakage from the primary into the secondary circuit;

- system of pressure reduction and filtration ofemergency released.
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- system of pressure reduction and filtration ofemergency release from under the contain-

  ment;

- system of catching and cooling of welted core outside the reaetor vessei.

5. CONCLUSION
    Effectiveness estimation of introduction at NPPs of additional systems using probabilistic

analysis methods. Different initial incidents share of the core welt probability and different

systems influence. The introduction of these additional systems enables reduction of core welt

probability approximately 40 fold, while the irradiation overdose probability approximately 100

fold resu}ting the coxe welt probability approximately 10-6 times a year.

    The problems presented in this report, the ways offered fox their so}ution with the purpose

of further development of nuclear power require profound scientific, research and experimental

design activities, as well as the assimilation by the industry of newly borne equipment, techno-

logy etc. In this connection the Soviet Union would be interested in cooperation in different

fields aimed at joint solution of these problems.
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NUCI)EAR ENERGY DEVELOPitvlENT :N PAKrSTAN
POLICY,PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS

        Munir Ahmad Khan
            Chairman
Pakistan Atomie Energy Commission

    Pakistan's NucZear Energy Programme aims at economice scien-
tific and industrial developrnent of the country. Xt concentrates
on using nuelear technology for developraent off nualear power and
applieation of nueleav techniques in agricufture, medicine and
industry. Pakistan is among the pooniy endowed countries in
indigenous energy resouzrces both in absoluee and relative terrns.
The total per eapita annuaZ consurnption of eXectnieity is only
about 300 kWh which is one-$eventh off the world averagee The
proven reserves off fossil fuel eorrespond to 4 toe per eapfta
cornpaved to world average of 130 toe. Hydro potential is also
ISmited. Hence the justif±cation ffor introduction of nuclear
power.

    The present installed capaciky in the counery is about 7,OOO
MW and is expected to grow to ovex 22,OOO MW by the year 2000.
Whe maxirnum contribution ffrom hydro will not exceed 9,OOO MW
leaving a gap of X3,OOO MW Co be rnet by conventional thermal ow
nucXear planits. Pakiskean is irnporting 75& off tcs oil needs ffrom
ebroad which is a majosc drain on it$ Ximited fforeign exchange
earnings. Local supplies off coal, mostly ttgnite, are lirnited
and have high content of suiphur which inhibies the construction
of coaX-ffired ptants based on indigenous coal ffom sceasons of
polXution and high cost. The gas sceseueves nmounting to a rnere
350 M toe are too Zimited to be dedicasced ffor power pixroduction.
It is estimated that off nhe total gap of l3,OOO MW by the yeav
2000, atc leas'tr 5,OOO MW should be nuclear. Pakistan, 'thereeffore,
has a strong economic and tecrhnical incenetve to build rnore
nuclear power stations during re990's.

    Over the years, Pakistan has deveMoped some indigenouss
capability in certain areas of nucleav power technoZogye :k has
k)een operating a l37 MW CANDU nuelear powe= reactor at Karachi
stnce X972. This has helped traiza a substantial nurnber off
nucZear power engineer$ and operato=s. No outside help has been
received in the operatSon of t;his plant ±n terrns of ffuelg
maeerials or spare pnre$ and Pakistan has been compelZed to
develop indigenous capabil±ty in these aveas. Several institutes
and faciZietes for researeh and developrnenk in reZevant nucXear
fields ave now functloning. Exploration, rnining and rentning off
uranium huzs been undertaken and a nuedeazr fuel fabnication plant
has been in operation ko meet local rcequirementse Reseaveh and
development work in uranium enrichment has been init±ated to rneet
a patrrt off the requiremenkes ffor future nualear power pXants.
Research and deveZopment has aZso been undertaken on the testing
of spent fuel to ensure its saffetye
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    Apart ff)rom nucleasc powerr Pakistan Atomic Energy Commi$sion
is promoting nuclear and other advanced techniques in agriculture
and medicine. A rnajor breakthrough has been achieved in the
evolution of superior varieicy of cotton tchrough induced mutation
which gives an average off 30g more yield than comparative varie-
ties and has helped Paki$tan become the th±rd largest exporter off
COttone

    Considerable emphasis has been placed on the developrnent of
manpower i.ncluding training off nuelear engineers, nuclear power
plant operators and technicians. The commlssion has al$o estab- '
Zished nuclear dies±gn and engineering groups fiotrr enhancing khe
imdigenous capabilitye

    Pakistan faces sevencaZ problems in the implementation off its
nuelear prograrnme which are both technical and financiaZ. It
plans to overcorne them by increasing indigenous effffortc and
investmenh and seeking maximum support through international
col1aboration.

    As recently stated by the prirne ministere Pakistan's nuelear
poZiey i$ to usse technology for peaceful purposes onlye Pakistaza
has no intention to deveiop or acquire nuelear weapons. :t
serongly suppores nucZear disarmament and cornplete ban on all
nuelear tests. tt aiso has consistenely advocated the estab-
Zishment off a nuelear free zone in Sounh Asia in the U.N. and
other international fonca. Zn addition, it has rnade a numbesc of
concrete pmoposals ffor strengthening the non-proliferation regime
in South As±a which indlude simulkaneous accesion to NPT or
aeceptanee off fuU-seope $afeguards. Recently Zndia and Pakistan
have signed an agreemenic nhat they will not attack eaah otheM's
nuelear facilities which is a step in the right directione
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STARTING NUCLEAR POWER XN CKgNA

             HUAING QE-TAO
           Vice President of CNNC

              Beljing, China

' Duetothelowaveragepossessionrateoftheresourcesandthegeographicaldistributionof

  the resources being far from energy consuming center, the scarcity o£energy becomes an impor-

  tant factor restricting the development of China's national economy. So the development of

  nuclear power is the only realistic way to make up this short of supplies.

      The first nuclear power plants (NPPs) under constiruction - Qinshan NPP and Guangdong

  Daya Bay NPP will be connected with grid at the end of1990 and in Oct. 1992 respectively. In

  this century, China will continue to develop the nuclear power in a planned way according to the

  gutiding priciple and "relying on our own efforts and through the cooperation with overseas.

  At the same time, we wiXl still insist on the principle of pntting the quality and the safety on a

  first priority.

      The 600 MW PWR is oux main reactor model of NPP development. We will make efforts

  to achieve the standardization, in batches and local supplies of NPP. When the conditions are

  suitable, we do not exc]ude the possibility building the 1,OOO MW PWR NPP and other kinds of

  NPP to incxease our generation of e}ectricity capacity.

      It's estimated that the total capacity of operating NPPs wi!1 arnount to 6,OOO MW by the

  end of this century.

      r[he resources of Uranium whieh have been verified can satisfy the needs ofnuclear power

  development in near future and mid term in Chima. For more fully utilizing the xesources of

  Uranium, not only will we build the 600 MW NPPs, but also pay c!ose attention to the research

  and development of wwigh Teinperature Gas Cooled Reactor, Yast Neutron Breedesc Reactor, and

  Hybrid Fusion-fission Reactor etc. as a new generation of nuclear energy.
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GXastr}ost; and NueXear Pc)wer Progwem im the Soviet Uzxiorx

Vradimir S. GuvaXev
   SeSerMce Editosc
      eepRAvDAeg
      Ve$e$eRe

    What was the Sovieic nuelear power deveXopmene prograrn fox year
2000 beffore kehe Chernobyl accident? Prominent seholarse governmenV
authorities and party docurnents agreed that the number of nuclear
power piants would increase significantly, to aecounk for than haZf
off the eountry's electricity generation before the turn of the
century.

    More than IOO nuclear reactors were to be constructed in addi-
tion to the 4Z x'eactors in opevation as of ApriX 25, 1986. The
pZanned power output of each nucZear powexx stiation was largee at
between 8,OOO MW and l2,OOO MWe

    Whe construction of large nucleasr power pXants had skarted in
rnany areas including the basin of nhe Volga and irhe Dnepr, Noxth
Caucasus, Crirnean and the coastal areas along the BaZtic Sea.

    The Primary task was eo rnake nuclear powex generation rnove
economical than hydropower or thermal power genescation. Safety was
onZy a secondary consideratione

    [rhen carne the night of ApriM 26, 19862 accident at the No. 4
xeeactor at the Chernobyl Nuelear Power Planta

    I was khe first journalist to reach the ske. llet rne stress
sorne points: : had the opportunity to see many ehings in the past,
incZud±ng launching of the space rocket on nurnerous oecasions from
cosmonaut Gagarin to the presene. : have wiCnessed nuelear explos-
ion ffor peaceful puxrposes7 : have visited nueiear facilities and
nuclear power plants. And M have been in meetings with leading
schormars off the world. But in tche two week$ ffollowing the
ChernobyZ accidents X experienced far more things than : had in rny
whole Xife.

    The Chernobyi served as a tuxning point fior the deveZoprnent of
Glasnost (publSctty of information) in the Soviet Union.

    Whae caused the "week of silence" aftey the accident? When all
the world was writing about the d±saster at Chernobyl, why did the
Soviet press give no more than brief and contradietory reports?
There may be many answers eo this question.

    One thing is cleare The Chernobyl skarted off the extensive
and diverse process caUed the Glasnost. Moreoxzer, ehe Chernobyl
was not justc a domestic p=oblem - it became the focus of worldwide
attention.
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    The accident fforeed the Soviet people to reassess ehe principle
concerning the deveZopmenic of nucXear power plants and ehe radia--
tion safety Sn the Soviet Union. The authorities began ko incorpo--
rate the views off the public. Environmeneal consenrvation efforts
also made a great progresse

    Following the ChernobyZ accident, eltvironmenkal conservation
rnovements unfolded in loeal eities and nationwides incZuding the
psceservation of nake Baikal, Yasnaya--PaZyana (home of the great
author Tolsicoi) and X"adoga ]Lake (a lake near heningrad). Crhe
successful election of People's Representatives (equivalent to
Members of the Diet in crapan) depends on whether ehe candidate has
                  ,a nature preservatxon pscograme

    The accident at Chernobyl, the fire at the rgnalina Nucleax
Power Mant and the Armenian earthquake touched off a storrn off
disputes over nuclear power programe

    The Pravda editoriaZ oftiee aZone received more than 60,OOO
letters from enZl over ehe Soviet Union.

    As a results const]ruetion of the North Caucasus Nuelear Power
Plant was eaZled off. Several unit$ of the nuclear power plants in
the Baltic Republics and the Ukraine were frozen. The power pZant
in Armenia underwent a re-examination while the design of nucMear
power plants in Minsk and the Volga ba$in was changed. The const-
ruction of the Crimea Nuclear Power Plant was cancelied.

    wriat is the present status?

    The opinion off scholars and experts can be surnmarized as
foUows:

-- expand the output off power pZants.
--- construcC nucZear powenc plants underground (suggestion by Dr.
   Sakharov, a member of the Sctence Aeademy).
--- change the structure of reactor on the safty-fixst basis.
-- imp]rove the reliabiliey of nuclear power plant equipmentc and
   facilities.
ny-- establish training centers to improve the training off personnel,
-- review nuclear power plants siting, and locate plants away fincom
   Zarge eities, ffor instancee

    The opinion of the public and environmentalists, on the other
hand, ean be summarized as follows:

-- eompletely stop the eonstruction off nuclear power pZants.
-- Zook for a new source of energy (including energy generation in
   space)
-- develop energy-saving teehnoZogies.
- increased use of altercnative energiese
-- place the design and construction of nuclear power plants under
   the eontroX of the society (pubZic opinibn). Put each case
   through a referendume

    As we can seee Vhe views of the two paxties are mutuaUy
exclusive. What can be done about it? A compromise is neeessary
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ino fill the gap. M would ]nike to suggest ways to "unite the
ununited". I say ehis because nuclear energy is vita1 to the
development of the European region of the Soviet Union (the scale
is another question)e Without nuclear energy, the progress off
science and technology would come to standstill. Whe rneasures X
suggest wnl include the relationship between experts and ordinary
people, and the soeial status of persons engaged in nuclear power
and educatione

    Lessons of Chernobyl are valuable not only to the Soviet
but to the whole world. If we will learn fxom the tragedy,
wiU be aceountable ico the posterity. Xf not, we may weU
condemn mankind to extinction.

 people
we

    We rnust bear in mind that the new ctvilization is
25 years ago in the long history of mankind. Tomorrow
late: for rnan could find himself in Sarcophagus (stone
iche one that was construcked to contain the Chernobyl

                                         (Translated

a rnatter
 may be
 cofiffin)

reactor

frorn

 of
too
 as
NOe 4e

RussSan)
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THVRSDAY, APRaL 13

9:30 am

SESSION 2

12:30 pm

NUCLEAR POWER AMONG SOCIETY (Lectures and Panel)

   In Japan, the anti-nuc!ear movement, especially involving women and youth, has spread

widely. It can be seen that nuclear energy development has come to be part of public con-

cern related to the people's living. However, discussions between the nuclear industry and

nuclear opponents have not yet found points of agreement.

   The session will review the nuclear opposition movement and public awareness, and

discuss problems in the nuclear controversy.
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       CHARAe?"ERIS"rleS OF CURREN"r ANI"i-nNWCLEAR Pme"t'ES"r GRttUPS IN JAPAN

                              Yasumasa Tanaka

                      Department of Political Science

                        Gakushliin University, Tokyo

                                            '
NucIear Power As $een By the "SHent Majority"

    Immediately after the fatal, Chernobyl accideltt which occurred on April 26,

1986, pubiic opiniofi in major nuclear countries turned strongly against a

continuing use of nuclear power. The Japanese did not change their overall pro-

nuclear attitude until the spring of 1988. 0ne reason for the suddelt outburst of

anti-nuclear protests was Lhe irnport of x'adioactivity-･colttaminated foods

(rnostly spices and nuts) from Europe. This caused a panic arnong Japanese

housewives. As the demand for " safety to the mottth" was becoming commonplace

among the worriecl housewives, opposition to ftuclear power gained an

unprecedented momentum for actions.

    The current anti-nuclear protest campaign in this country can be

characterized by participation of an increasing number of men and woanen on the

street, whe had been hardly interested in the techology and the secial

consequences of nuclear power prior to Chernobyl. They are named " netv--teave"

anti-nuclear protesters, ln contrast to the " otdHwave" who consisted mainly of

people living in the localiti,es near to nuclear facilities. At the present, a

corabined force of both " Ttew-wave " and " oLd-wave" groups aim at what is callecl

"datsuwwgenPatsiL", or getting rid of nuclear power plants. At book-stores, there

is a special corner where best-selling "datsu-gen,Patsu" books are sold. As

nuclear powe,r is becoming a "popular" topic, the " silent majority" is

beginning to break their silence. In the sumrner of 1988, one million signatures

were obtained in Hokkaido, dernonstrating that nearly a quarter of the eligible

voters of Hokkaido oppose the presence of fiuclear faciliti'es in Hokkaido. In

January of 1989, there began a new nation-wide "datsurmgenPatsu" campaiglt to

collect ten milllon signatures before October. -
The "SiSeftt Majesifity" anci twa$s Meciia

    Generally, Japanese mass media are not very friendly to nuclear power.

Because their emphasis is on the side of the worried "silent majority",

Japanese mass rnedia are keen to cover evefi minor incidents at the nuclear
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faci}ities. They also cover anti-nuclear or " datstt-genPatsu " campaigRs. In

constrast, government agencies and utility companies often faii to convey to

mass meclia full infermation on important nuclear matters, such as a major

trouble at the nuclear power plant, and sufficient. exp!anations easy enough for

laymen to understancl. The most ser'ious problem foxr government and utilities

currently is that the " silent majority" are now beginning to be inclined more

to;eard " ctatsu---genPatstt " much popularized by ltuclear opposition, rnainiy

because the governrnent and utilities lacl< enough ability to communicate with the

"silent majority" e{'fectfively. In addition to the potential risk of radiation

hazard which they do not want to accept, the " silent rnajority" are starting to

entertain doubts about the credibility of government ancl utilities, feel their

"right to know" and "right to choose" often disregarded, and oppose the nuclear

facilities forced on them by government and utilities.

"Risk" vs. "Benefifu" af Nuc[gar Power

   Despite all this, the "silent majority" do not totally reject nuclear power

as unnecessary. A recent national opinion poll clearly showed that, while nearly

70% o.f the respondents hold anxiety toward nuclear power, 60% support

continuing nuclear power as acceptable. The result seerns to indicate that the

perceived benefit of nuc{ear power exceeded its perceived risk in a great

majority of the repondents.

Demacracy anci Nuclgar PQwer

    In this country, democracy has been growing to its maaturity in a forty-five-

year period after ptorld War II, Ilt contemporary Japanese society, post-war

generations have already become a majority. With it "the right to know" and "the

right to choose" have become the spirit of the time, along with diversification

of social and cultural valHes. The case of nuclear power is no exception. The

choice of nuclear power may be considered legitimate only if the understanding

and consent can be obtained from a majerity of the people. Nuclear power has

lofig ceased to be a technologicai problem, but it has apparently becomae an

important social issue of the day. For the first time in Japanese political

history, nuclear power became a democratic issue, requiring a rationai dialogue

between the government and utilities and the "silent majority" half of whom are

women--a dialogue in that the supporters are to convince the "silent majority"

of the ultimate safety ancl the inva}uable befiefit of nuclear power for

resource-poor Japan, not by words alone but by actua! deeds.
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THVRSDAY, APRgL 13

3:10 pm
SESSXON 3

6;OO pm
NEW PR(])SPECTS OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES

   The progress of nuclear technology is the base for the advancement of utilization

of nuclear energy and a key to the further development of the nuclear industry. It is also

expected to fill the role of driving force to raise the levels of science and technology, as well

as other industries.

   The session will make an overview, by audio visual method, of specific items of nuclear

technologies now at the commercialization and R and D stages, and basic and underlying

research for future development.

x

/.
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URANZUM
  FUEL SUPPLY 'Ig'ECmaNOLOGIES:
ENRICHMENT AND XNTEGRATED DRY ROYTE

 William L. Wilkinson

Deputy Chief Executive

British Nuclear Fuels plc

    BNFL's presentation wil1 consist of a video entitled "Advance Technology in Action" which

will be supported by a talk from Dr. Bill Wilkinson, Deputy Chairman of BNF-.

    The presentation provides a brief introduction to the scope of BNFL's activities in the

nuclear fuel cycle before exarnining two oubstanding and unique techno}ogies developed by

BNFL for use in the front end of the fuel cycle.

    These are the use of advanced centrifuge technology in the enrichment of uranium hexafluo-

ride and the use of a single stage integrated dry route for the conversion of enriched uranium

hexafiuoride to ceramic grade uranium dioxide powder.

    The development of each technology is traced and a comparison is made with alternative

competing technologies. The many technical, operationa} and econornic benefits of BNFXu's

processes are explained. An outline of continuing BNFL process development is given together

with an indication of future BNFL plans for the deployment of further advanced technology.

    Zn addition to detailed consideration of the two ehosen advanced technologies, the BNFL

presentation will also show various advanced technologies deve}oped and employed by BNFL in

other areas of its activities.

    The video duration is less than fifteen minutes.
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             FBR FueX CycXe WechnoXogy

                              Toshiyasuz S&saki
                              ffxecuCive Mxectosc
                              Powenc Reactoce and Nuckeasc
                              FueZ DeveXopment Coscposcation

  '

Fox the commexciaXization ofi FBRs, it is indispensabXe bo

make nhe mosic use off ixhe beceeding ffuncuton that enables

effective use of umanium xesouecces. Foec eehee efficienic

vecyeding ofi pZutontum, pxoper bweeedXng xacto and ovtbeoff-

nceaocox time ost pXutonium ts indispemsabZe. Xn the inttia'X

seage fonc imexoduetng FBRs into nucieasc powenc systemsr

suppXy of ptutonium iroxft uaWRs is rmece$sawy. As ithe

commenciaXizaedon advancese howevence thi$ wiXX koecotue

insuffficienic and pXueonSum strotu rrBRs wikZ bee xeequisceed.

Mhesce£oxe, pXuConium xecycXing eechnoXogy must be deveZoped

in pascaZZek wtsh the ncenceox technoZogy koeibsce ixhe

commerciaZization off WBRs.

Xn oxdexe to eestabXi$h economicaXXy compebitive FBR £ueX

recycXing technoZogy, PNC i$ puncsuing R & D eza eechnalogies

fosc FBR MOX fuei nceprccessing ennd fabxication, high-leveZ

radtoactive waste txeatment and dispo$aX as weZZ as icrans-

portation and safeguards of nuc2easc mateutaZ.

The R & D objectives, theme$ and overview off FBR £ueZ

xecycXing eechnoZogy and ehe pencspective of khe £uicuxe FBR

ffueX cycle making iche most use off iche distinctive feakuxes

of FBRs are as foiXowsg
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 Economic Warget$

    Fscorn economic viewpoint$g iic is impoxtane to xeduce

    cosCs off fueX cycXe and sceactosc consicxuction ntoec FBRs

    so as to koe competiCive wieh XsWRs. tf the ncatio of

    FBR./ tsWR repmocessing co$t ts Xowex khan 2.5 and that

    o£ fiabntcauton unit cosir is kowex ichan 3 skn icerms off

    fuei on condition ichat the ratio oS FBRIkWR construcuton

    cose is Xowenc ichan 1.1 and the FBR ffueX bxxscn--up ofi

    150,OOO ixo 200,OOO MWD7ix S$ aictaSned, ilt is e$tcirnated

    thaic FBR$ wiiX be cornpetitive wtth the next generation

    LWRs in powesc generating cose at the cunvent umantum

    pscxces.

R & D Thernes and Overxriew of FBR FueX Cycie Wechnology

  2.1 Fue2 Repecoce$sing Technigues

         FBR fueX xepscocessing technique$ are being

         deveXoped ustxtg Puscex meichod wtth chop and

Xeach pxocesses based on rkWR fuel scepxeocessxng

     ,expezaences.

FBR fueZs asce diffescent fiscern ]kWR fiuels in fuek

assembly stxucture and tnaeeriaX. and in highesc

buun-up and plueonium conceneration. Wox tihi$

sceasonr R & D £osc tihe rabionaZization and the

impxovemenic of the psocesses fosc disassembXing

and shearing of ffue'1 assembZies, dissolution o£

£ue2e crearification andi separation o£ £uel
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       soXution as weii as thatc fonc assumance off

       csciicicaXitcy safieicy, analyssis metchocts andi

       maimeenance lrechnigues.

       rruel ncepmocessing pxocess can be scblntonakizect

       by taking the advantage ofi £eatuxes speci£ic

       tco FBRs eo which ffueXs Xess pustfied in FP and

       TRV eiements ance acceptable. :k wilZ enabZe

       fuxthex cost xeduction.

       The guantity off waV elemenes and ptatinum, gnoup

       metais contained an FBR spene fueZ awe Zexger

       tlzan those in uaWR spenic ffuei. rmencafoxeer iic is

       useimZ in xeducing WRU eZemezaic$ in waste to kouxn

       and aXso bo scecovex vaXuahle nucZide$ such as

       platinum gxoup Tftetals foue u$e. This is why

       ie is impoutanic to deveZop nucZides paxtition

       icechnigues.

2.2 Fuel Fabntcation Wechntques

       haxge quantiky off pXutonium is processed im a

       FBR fiueX £abricatien fiaciiity. Whis xnakes iic

        importanic to confime piubonium, assure sub-

       cxiticaMty, conexoX the exposuxe to radiation

       and contmoZ nucXenr rnateriaZs. Fox ehis xeason,

        egutpment automazaon and remote ¢onicmoX

        eechniorues as weXi as uaacation shieZaszag and

        saffeguards techniques are being deveXoped as

        iche basis of handXing piuiconium within gZoveboxes.
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        impxovemene odi the psocess efficieney arce

        aXso being pursued to ovesccome the vesestction

        off fiueX rnaicesciaX ino srnaZX guanttty diue ice

        criticaXiicy conexoX. Xmponctantc fuicusce R & D

        inhemes asce i:he scectucnton oE ehe size o£ facilties,

        ehe impmovemene o£ fiueX powdex handiing pmocesses,

        iche xeduction of stnicering time azad iche xetnoce

        rmaintenancep and contairmenic rmethods onher nhan

        gZoveboxe$ such as ceZX$.

 2.3 Wasine imeatrnene and Dis'po$aX Wechniques

        Mhe same ltechntgues wiicki :tsWR$ asce ub be usedi

        k)a$icenkXy fiox FBRss.

Persspecntve off Futuxe WBR FueX Cycle

  Whe enbove-uaentiened technigues fiou ffuei fabxicauton

  enndi nepncoces$ing amee betng devezaoped £ox the commerciaZ-

  izaixion efi FBR fuel cyeXe. Xn oxelesc ico nceeycZe recovesced

  pMutonium in YBR £ueXsv howevex, it is nec aXways

  necee$saxey ico divide the £uei cycXe prroeess ico a £ueZ

  ffak)scicairion pncoces$ and m nceg)scocessing pncoce$s, k)uin

  pos$ibZe eo rnake it a proce$s embodying boixh ost nhem.

  WhXs wouZd be maove advantageous ffor ixhe xatienaZizaeion

  of the pwocess and Soxx iche ixxazzsporic, inhe sa£eguanccts

  uazad sehe phy$icaZ pncoireciciorm off wnucXeasc tneneenciaks

  koecause xenctoms axxd stuejX cycae haciZitXes ttre coXZocated.

  rmhemeffove, ie is woueth studying nhe$e processes.
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AB$TRACT

rwwwrwptuauauQsij!Qmtakua-p2:sx

WXTH WORLDWrbE AppLxcA"s"xoN po"rEN"rxAL

AUYNOR$

B. WOkFE

Re Ce BffRGLUND

GeEe AOVANCE NifCLEAR "E･ECMNOLOGY

SAN JO$E CALXFORNXA

The nuclear program in the United States has been faced with major po]itical,
economic and technical challenges in recent years. One elernent of the U.S.
program, the Liquid Metal Reactor, has addressed these challenges in a
systemmatic, ffocused manner. This has led to an innovative modular design
which incorporate$ many inherent, pa$sive safety features, and has evolved
from the PRISM de$ign, originated by the General Electric Company.

In July o{ Z988, the GE team was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to
furtherdevelop thisdesign as thereference U.S. LMR. Thi$ paper will
describe the reactor concept, the program status, and the future plans.

This design is extremely responsive te the aforementioned U.S. polibical,
economic, and technical challenges. It should also be ateractive on a
world--wide basis because these $ame factors exist, with varying intensity, in
other developed countries that have, and are, deploying nuclear power. The
PRXSM concept incorporates rnany inherent, passive safety ffeatuwes, with the
ebjective of achieving neutronic shutdown and decay heat removal without
relying on operator action or engineered active safety features. The approach
utilizes many innovations, including a reactor vessel air cooling $ystem, the
use of a sealed reactor assernbly (during norrnal operation), seismic isolation
(required in the horizontal dfirection only), passive neutronic shutciown (for
loss of flow and transient over-power events), electromagnetic primary pumps,
and an in--vessel fuel transfer machine.

"rhe U.S ALMR design incorporates a
the safety performance can also be
inherent, passive features. This
addressing the viability oF world

 metal fuel core as its reference, however,
 achieved with an oxide core having $imil&r
 flexibility is particularly important when
wide application$ of this ALMR concept.
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The reference ALMR reactor module, of which there are nine in a typical
Z395 MWe plant, i$ a -6 meter by -d20 meter vessel of 47Z MW thermal, wSth a
reactoT outlet temperature of 4850C, and an overall conversion efficiency of
33%. Thi$ plant uses a saturated steam cycle and also utilizes a non-safety
grade secondary sodium system. Each reactor is coupled to its own steara
generator ffor maximum flexibility. Three secbions off steam generaeors are
coupled to a single turbine generator to make up a basic "power block" of 465
MWe. The mociular approach extends throughout the plant such that the sSte
Fabrication is a srnall fraetSon of' that in current nuclear plant pracbice in
the United $tates.

The challenges in this design approach are to achieve the inherent, passfive
safety perforraance while remaining economically cornpetitive with alternaeive
nuclear and nen-nuc]ear energy supplies. Based upon the exeensive cost
evaluations performed by the experfienced GE team, which contain$ the major
nuclear vendor$ in the U.S., the ALMR design approach has the potential to
achieve capital co$t$ that- &re campetitive, and bu$bar co$ts ehat are lower

ehan the competitSon. The modular, Fa¢tory fabricated approach addresses the
economic risks that inhibit the current geneyabien of nuclear power planes
from being further cieployed in the United State$.

"rhe ALMR design i$ based upon key features tests, and the exi$ting LMR
icechnology data ba$e, The de$ign has also been extensively reviewed by many
independent tearns, including representatives off utilities and independent
consultants. However, fin order to truly establish the viability ･d technically
and economically - and also eo determine the public acceptability of this
passively saFe design, the GE team is recommending a full-scale prototype test
of this reactor concept which could be completed, wiich sub$equent
design certification by the U.S NRC, by the year 2003. Thistime frame,
however,wef:lects thelongny-term application natureof theLMR. The R&O
prograva requireci to support this'developrnent is also relaeively mode$t,
reFlecting the decisfion to utilize established technology wherever possible.
The R&D program is primarily focused on establi$hing the feasibility off, and
qualifying, the innovative feature$ of this ALMR de$ign concept. Nl'he U.$ ALMR
prograva is attempting to establish collaborative approaches with other
international LMR entities to achieva a synetrngistic appy"oach to futu}fie LMR's
in the world.
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mm ummuAms wwcuXISFCi, 'ma: GRMusIT

Rte mme Dixector foec NucXemr R axxX D Peregxms em

meu mmswe Vice Px6sidente (xx}mm

tus mawr

NucXear energy is the hasic choice £or nations having no oii and c:oal natio･-
maX xesources. Xt has been demonstxated that this choice is economic and
safe. lktwever naturaZ fissiXe material resources &re Zimited. Xt is rrvandatory
to optimise fiissiXe matexial consvmption. [rhis impZies pZutoniurn producCion
and pZutonium scecycXing in thermal reactorse plutonium utiXi$ation in bree-
dexs and maximum use of uranium coming fxcnm :eprocessing.

rme great chalienge fott the next century is to define the best straeegy Eor
uxetnium and plutonium utiXisation ieading to the Xowest oostt ofi enercgy and

the eptimum $afety o£ ousc facilities. rmis is a rtrukipEmeemeter question,
which impXies che deveiepmmt oS l(tw cosk emeichrftenix, xeproeessinge fueX
fabxication and waste txeatment, a$ weXX as easy to buiXd, safieee easy to ope--
rate, simpXe and cheap reactors.

rme
tion

peperr wiXX present
 in the short term

the French
as weXl as

itpproach for pXutonium
in the long terme

an(s     ,uranxum UtiZisa--
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                   NUCLER POWER ROBOT

                             Kazuhtko lmoto

             Chairman of Subcommitee on Nuelear Power Plant,

             Technology Committe, Advanced Robot Technology

             Research Association

  General

  The nuciear power generation in Japafi tends to share inereasingly higher

percentages in the future of the total Japanese power generation, so that

the enhancement of its safety, reliability and availability factorp and

reduction of radiation exposure for human operators and reduction of plant

outage duration are lootuing as tuajor issues.

  At nuclear power stationsp in order to achieve safety plant operation,

various kinds of safety features, and eQuipment are provided. These safety

equipment must meet the daily and anual periodical inspeetion.

  However, for some of these equipments inspectiofi, there are some difficult

cases for the human operators to access to the equiputents naturaly. On the

other hand, inspeetion work and maintenanee work to the equipments require a

lot of complieated anci skilful works whieh are carried out by human

operators at present time.

  It is now necessary to develop a robot capable o£ performing these

eomplieated and skilful tasks at various places of the nuelear power

station.

  In the paste many automated eeachine for uaaintenance work or inspection

purpose have been developed and utilized for aetual plant work. And also,

improvement or aetual use of inspectlon or survey robots and maintenance
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robots are being unciertaken.

  IR JapaR, the development effort of nuclear robots has started in the

1970's.

  It has started from mechanized specific works sueh as exehanging of simple

parts, simple maintenance works or lnspection whidh are represented by in-

serviee inspeetion. These maehines were mostly manually operated at early

stage. However, coincident with small size computer development, ruany of

the machines have been computerized.

  Proceeding to computerization, recent developraent effort is being focused

to multipurpose robots which ean access to various places. Example of the

multipurpose tuobile robots application are representeci by TMI-2 robots for

deeontamination and other works.

  However, robots based on eurrent technology, has become increasing

difficuit to expand further remote mechanization of work tasks in nuclear

power station, since it requires tuore advanced technology, such as high-

performance intelligeney, tuaneuverabllity, delicaey and dexterity as

mankind.

  In order to meet this necessity, the R&D of Advanced Robot for Nuclear

Power Plant are being carried and promoted by the large--seale national R&D

projeet system of AIST (Agency of lndustrial Science and Technology, MITI).

  R&D PIan for Advanced Robot for Nuclear Power Plant

  This project 'aims to develop the robot which has following work tasks

features.

e lnspection, monitoring and repair Works at areas of high level

  radioactivity, high tem.perature andlor high humidity at where human

  operators are not aecesstble.

e Access to various and complicated work piaces.
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e Maneuverability and vaulti-purpose capability by autonomous or tele-

  operatiofial control.

e ln addition to establish the eaeh elementary technologies to meet above

  anentioned three requiremaents, by eonducting the overall evaluation of

  eomabined system of the elementary technologiese useful technologies for

  robotics will be established.

  At present, almost all of elementary technologies R&D works have been

finished, and designing anci manufacturing total system of a robot which will

be assembled with eompleted elementary technologies and coanbined with

current teehnologiesp have started.

                                 '

.l R&D PIan and Schedule

    Figure 1 shows R&D sehedule of the fiuclear robot. Figure 2 shows image

  of the nuclear robot.

.2 Total System

    In environmental eonditions involving high level radoiaetivitye high

  temperature and l}igh hutuidity, the robot should be able to arrive at a job

  site by walking over uneven floors, climbing up and down stairsp passing

  over or under an obstaele as required, making turns at right angles, and

  so on, and should be able to inspect, repairp or otherwise handle valves,

  pumps, heatexchangers, and other equiptuent or instruments in the power

  statlon.

    Table 1 shows outline of total systeas.
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Fig.2. Iifmage of NucXear Robot
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Tabl P 1　　0utline　of　Tot段l　System

國uclear　　獄obot

団unト Le麗ed Locomol i on

vin理R。bot on　FloorS

Aclua tor

vin騒Rob。t onWalls

Negative Pressure Adherence Type

蘭anipulation　System

Multi－Fi劉gers　Manlpu1融tor

Act・uator

Tactile　Sensor

］

Vision　System

3一一D　Vision　by　胚。亀ion S回

Othe

Visual　ln野orm段tion　Processin馨　System

O　p　t　i　c　a　l　　T　r　a　n　s　m　董　s　s　o　n　　　S　y　s　t　em

F　a　u　旦　t　　D　i　歌　g　n　o　s　セ　i　c　　　S　y　s　t　e　瓢

F　u　n　c　t　i　o　n　　R　e　d　u　c　t　i　o　n　　Co　n　t　r　o　le　　r　　　　　S　　y　　s　　t　　e　　m

R　o　b　o　宅　　　H　e　a　l　t　h　－　C　a　r　e　　　S　y　s　t　e　m

R　　a　d　　i　a　　t　i　o　n　　　　H　　a　　r　d　n　　e　s　s
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    Radiation TechnoXogy fiosc Ciean Envixonment

Sueo maCHrr Japan Atornic Enewgy Reseascch Xnstitutee

             Wakitsrakie 370--l2, crapan

     Envixonmentcal consexvttnton is veescy irnponcinanic ixmske which

wiZZ be discussed mt Summiic Meebing in Pftmis in cruly ixhis year.

Rewdiation is efficienix gooX ixo reexnove venncious poZXuitemrmes.

Wnceemixrneenix off wasee wexteexe seewewgee sXudgee and stcack gensees by

xadiieniciorm has been extceensiveeXy conducwhed.

              X. CXemn up ost Cornbusnton ntue Gasees

     Aewid rain ctue ixo $uifuec dioxide ennd ntcscogeen exides ecenusses

emvixonmental probZem, such ass drkm&ge ost ffoncestsg Zak@s and

conexetce buiXdings. JAffRX mewad Ebewa imxrewnted meichewd ico x&movre

S02 anxxd NOx srkrnuXicaneeousZy fincom fZuee guasees by eeZectxeon beeeernss.

Whe piMoic scaXe eexpeximaents havee beezz condueced in crapanr WSA and

FRG ino show ithis kechnoXogy is fswenssihoxxe foxe commexciaX usme. Neexin

rniXee siconee is eo buiXd fuZX comamaesccienX pXane ico pxovee indzzsigscienZ

ffeensibiMixy by one yee&x econeeinuous opexeention. Wosc kehts

deernonstscewinion pscojeecicr intexwaaicionl coopescaeion wiZk bee diewsixeenkoXe

to avoid ichee ctupZieemutome off invesemewnee.

                     2. Wensine Wvatesc Wnceeenerueent

     Wewseee waseesc is conicaminenitedi by vascious kinds ost poXiuicanixsse

some of which ance not bio-degecendabXee bue ncadiaston-deegerendenbXew.

Xn ixhis eceespect, ueadiaicion icsceaaCment is effffrkewiesnke technoZewgy.

EffuZuent ffxom sewnge treaitrnene pMant is ' disin£eeted koy crhXoxtme
injeceton which fioncms toxic organic chZontne compounds.

Rendiation disinfection is alternative eechnokogy. Xn tapan amd

USA this techmoZogy developrnents are in pxogress using eXectrcn

beams. The task is engineentng design of fiaciZities eo ixmeendtaice

Xarge amounts of watenc at high rate and efficiency.
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     To avoid the forrnation of tnthaXomechanee scadiauton

treaicment of ncaw drinkimg water to decomposdv humic acid has bdven

fiound to be efficient rnethod.

            3. Disinhection and Use ofi Sewagee Sludge

     Sewage sXudge ofi moxee than 2 miIZion icons per year Ss forrtted

ixorn sewage treentcmene plant in Japan. Xn oscder ub usee nhe sZudge

as a fextiZizerr rexdiation siceriMzation has been useed in

eornrnerciaZ scaXe in Federal Reepublic ofi Germuny. crAERX is
                                      h
deveXoping new ixechnoXogy to di$infeoc skudge by eleectrcrm beewms

folXowed by composting to prcduce oxganic fferutlizer. This
tiechnoXogy is vexy promissing irm iceexms ofi economicss senving sspacee

andi good quaXity off cowaposts. Mloe scale experiments awe koeing
cenxeuerkeed ouic by ichee pZmnke aetached eo munrkcipaX waseee waixes=

tsceeascrnent plptnt.
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SCALE PLANfr OF COMBUSTION GAS TREATIVIENT BY }I,]LECI'RON BEAIYIS
           (CAPACIFrY: 24.000 cuk)i(.: meter/hr)
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Rlffeewr TmeND rmN rwswXCA[EZ, WSE ov ]R2me)XAmaON XN ancaR TmeRAPY

       Sunao Egawag MeDe
            Chi e ff

   Departmenk of Radiotherapy
National Cancer Center Hospita]ve

    Whe ineidencre rates of caneer in Japan per 100eOOO people
are estirnated aic 260.8 in rnales and M99.6 im females. Fzroxn tchese

figuiess St ean be estimated thae the number off new cancrer
patiemb ]per year is as Eollows: boeh sexes 270xl03: rnales
Z50xl037 ffemales i20xZ03. The highest ineddence isstomach
cancetrr in bokh $exes, buk cancers of the livex, lungsi nceetum and

mammary gZands and onhers are increasing.

    Radiocherapy is an important forrn of caneer therapy, along
winh surgery and chemotherapy. Zn crapan, sorne 30g of cancer
pabients are treated by radiotherapy both ffor radical and
palZiative treatrnent. Radiotherapy is planned andperffoumed
in a single rnode or combined with surgery and / or chemotherapy,

the choice being made according to the location and extenk off the

caneer. As a result of technical improvement, a high radiation
dose to'the tumor and a low dose to norrnaX tissue is pos$ible.

This incveased local kreatment w±U resuk in longerc survival of
          ocancer patxentse

$ewwaeceve of Rttdictkion ffosc Cftxxcer kherapy ftzadi Reeexxic veecewxkdi ixx

Radibthermpy

    The rnain tcelepherapeutic apparatuses are Xinear acceXerators,

bctatrons, microtrons and teZecobalt or telecesium. Xn
"StaCisntcs on the use ofi radiation in Japan l988" the number off

radiation gene2ators and telecurie units for medical use axe
ucesr)eativeZy 441 and 440. Hospitals and clinics equipx)ed wtth

teletherapeutic apparatus nurnber 683. 0nly asmalX nurnber off
apparatuses are used in clinScs. About 7g off all hospkaXs are
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equipped with some kind ofi radiotherapy unft7 z'n big hospitals,

including university and cancer hospkalse usualiy several
equiprnents ave provi.died and vaany external cases off irvadia･tion

and brenchytherapy ance carrSed oute By siinple calcuZation, about

XOO patient;s receive treatrrnent pew unit:e the total nurnber of

irradtations being estimaded at 2,500 keo 3,OOOe rn ithe biggest
radS.otherapy eenicer, nearby 800 patients have been treated, and

the nurtibetrr off i2riadimtions per yeaw wiMl be about20,OOO.

    :n exteirnal ncadkokherapys by the use off megavoltage
radiaedon, homogenous dose di$tribu"ion on inhe icumor iss readAy

x)ossibXee Eac'h radia"ion do$e $hould be given withim -F5g
accuracy. QualSicy conicrol off dosimaeixrry and scepttodiueibiMit:y of

Che ereatmense fiald during a tireatvaent se$sion enre most

importenn-e. Techn±uaZ impTovemenk to avoidi exce$s iradiauton ito
noscrnewX ictssue ts sti.Xl. an iuaporeennic pxrobleern aZixhough many

sceffimaemeenks hexve kotwen rnaddi by issocentric iirrad±emkeion ennd
conffowmention wadiosthewuapy. Raxdioehexeapy shouldi be considdetrrdvd en

syss'beern in itsse].ffs uaamd tcrereatrnen'e by plewnned usse off X-scany CT rks

rnost impoerkaxxic arxd stthIM rneekirmg technical nc)ncogwe$s.

    Reemote uaff'ter-]-omdthng high do$e raine ininxeencavth'tuascy
scmcttho'ighexeitpy unitcss <waks) wiinh 60cew or l37cs axee veexy usseffume ffoxr

irrmemicrmermt off cesncrer off iche uixderus. Whe numloerc off thmkrczacaviicmeitry

Xow dose trrate ruadicoichereepy ceese$ wiixh a Xow xeewdioenective source

hews diecrffassed. Becenuse 'ereenicmeenke resul-es bl tche tcwo rnodiess didi

rmoic possiinthvdeZy ctthffffexr, sshosck insceanirmaen"tz timee azadi koxftr ncadS.enscrkorm

exposkxnce 'ko opencent;ozr$ in enxxkS awe ssupeeirkoxe.

    wohe nzarnbew ofi inueeuatmeamixs usizag 226Ree newedzes otsr icukoes ass :ow

rendi.omceive sourcee henss ctecxreeuassed. Needke$ wk"h 60co, X37css maxeee

used ffor ixx'eersCiedal ncmdiothewcapyg buic iche recenic k=eend ts khe
use ofi M92:me wince onc an henisc]puirm $ousccee wwefternenic xeessulks aire

encoukrengixzg. xn xttany hosspi'tazss, 226Rew sources ance sicowee{ wii:hout:

cXintceern use. Conicaminentiorm wikth Rn Xeenking werorn dmrnaged

cax>$uXess oxr needZes wixx be en rnajow fuinuwee prob.Xexne XnJanrc)anne

l2Sx onc oinher waew sou=ces enye sstilX not ussed" buix beceeusse of

their impovtant physical charaoceriseias, many elinicians now
dentxre ito u$e eherne
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New Approach to RifitdXothewapy

    Neueron radiotherrapy is carried out in two faeilikies in

Japan. urhe biological efffect is super±onc to photon radiotherapy,
khe maim indtcations being directed to refractory cancers.
Climiaal research is goimg on and the real indieatSons will bo

dee±ded in the near futuree

    Radiotherapy wthth pxoton beams has prominent characteriseies

in the avoidance of excess irucadiation to nowmal ti.ssues.
CZinicaZ research is now being conduciced in2facilitiesin
crapane Small tumors mnd also large turnors are being tcreated by

nhis modee

    Heavy ion radiokherapy is a big chalZeenge. This projeet in
ehe National :nstitute of Radiologieal Science$ in Chiba is khe
ttrst in the worXd in being a faeUity devoted tco vadiotherapy.
severaZ heavy ions ffrom 4He to 40Ar can be used. cJ.inical work

i$ to begin from l993.

    Neutron capture therapy is being used for brain tumoms and
maZignant melanoma of tche skine considered to be a big chalienge

in the field of radiotherapye
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FRIDAYr APRiL 14

9:30 am

SESSION
- 12:30pm
4 ON NUCLEAR PHASE-OUT POLiCY OF SWEDEN (Leceures and Panel)

   There are some eountries taking political action to shut nuclear power plants down or

to retire from the nuclear power option, although the circumstanees of each differ. The

case of Sweden will be discussed in the session, from the aspects of whether it is really

possible or not to abandon nuclear power from energy sources, what are the economic and

social impacts, and what is the assessment of alternative energy sources. The direction after

the country's nuclear phaseout policy will also be considered.
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SWEDEN'S ENERGY POLXCY

       Hans Rode
     Director General

National Energy Administration

        Sweden

    The total amount of energy supplied is today at approximately the same level as in 1970,

that is about 45e TWhlyear.

    Oil continues to lose ground in this perspective of the future, even though it is assumed

to account forjust under half the tota1 energy supply until the turn of the centuxy.

    Natural gas and indigenous fuels axe expected to gain in sigriificance, mainly in combined

heat and power stations and in industry.

    Electricity is today generated chiefiy in hydroelectric and nuclear power stations. These

aecount for about 65 TWh each per annum. Apart from this, there is also electricity generated

by fuel combustion, mainly through backpressure. In 1988 we had atotal capacity ofjust over

140 TWh and a consumption of about 133 TWh. A first evaluation ofthis plan is to be made in

1990.

    This plan of action will be carried out on an economically correct basis. This means that

the demand for new electricity-generation capacity will entail increased costs to society and that

these will be allowed to affect the price leve!.

    One characteristic of the Swedish electricity market is the absence of government price

regulations. This Swedish model is to continue,and no regutlation or interventions are at present

expected from the government.

    Within this distribution of tasks and responsibilities, the power companies, local authorities,

firms and individuals are given the responsibility of finding a solution which harmonizes with

their demands and needs and with the local situation.

    In this work, the changeover will, undoubtedly and unavoidably, affect large sectors of

society and it is,to some extent, measures at loca} and regtonal level that can create scope for

new production facilities.

    Naturally, it is primarily the more efficient use of energy that we are now engaged in, both

through government inputs and through changes in attitude and organization on the pa!rt of our

            .energy companles.

    Low running costs of hydro- and nuclear power, combined with a certain overcapacity have

kept electricity prices low. As far as electricity consumption over the next ten years is con-

cerned, there are too many unknowns to make numerical examples worthwhile. It is,however,

clear that more expensive power production will p}ay an increased role, and that differentiated

tariffs and a higher electricity price will have effeets on the electricity market.
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'

    Xn the spxing of 1988, the government presented its proposals as to the main tasks of our

energy policy for the nineties. [Mie resulting energy Bill was passed by Parliament on the seventh

of June 1988.

    The main task of the energy policy of the Nineties is the creation of the preconditions

necessary to aehieve the adjustments in the energy system prescribed in the energy-policy deci-

sions of 1985, that is, nuclearr power is to be phased out by the year 2010 and the targets set up

in relation to issues such as the environment, our emergency capacity and our security should be

reached at the lowest possible cost to society.

    A first reactor is to be closed down in 1995 ar}d a second in Z996 - both of them on the

west coast of Sweden. The selection of reactor and of the order of closure is to be made in

1990.

    Environmental controls on heating and electricity generation planbs are to be tightened

successively during the nineties.

    Suplphur emissions are to be reduced by 80% from 1980 to the year 2000, and must not,

increase thereafter.

    Similarly, the emission of nitrogen oxides is to be reduced by 30% from 1980 to 1995, and

must not increase thereafter.

    Emissions ofcaxbon dioxide must not increase in a long term period.

    Electricity conservation prograrnmes have started. 'rhe necessary resources are estimated

to be around SEK 400 million over a five-year period.

    The programme aims to:

    - utilize the potential for greater electricity efficiency and electricity substitution that is

    economically feasible from now until 1997. ･
    The government is of the opinion that a functioning electricity market would facilitate a

phaseDut. It is important that increased production costs are gradually allowed to affect electri-

city prices, ()nly then can the necessary adjustments be made by households, business and other

electricity users.

    Combined heat and power plants and industrial back-pressure are to be expanded as much

as is eeonomically reasonable.

    Hydroelectric power is to be expanded from 64.5 TWh to 66 TWh, with attention paid to

environmenta1 aspects.

    Alternative forms ofelectricity generation are to be developed,such as:

                                    fuel cells

                                   wind power

    Fue}-based electricity-generation techniques satisfying high environmental standards should

be developed, especially with natural gas.

    An energy-technology fund has been set up to encourage the development and demonstra-

tion of new energy technology with high environmental standards.

    The electricity-distribution system is to be further developed.

    The government is to follow trends in electricity demand, electricity prices and the invest-

ment plans of the power companies. Electricity consumption is to be monitored continuously

and conservation programmes, as we!1 as supply-planning measures, are to be followed and

revised as necessary.
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    Our work is both stimulating and a challenge to us in Sweden. However, at the same time

we know that neither envirconmental nor energy issues are merely national ones. They are globai,

and co-operation between countries is therefore essential if together we are to succeed in attain-

ing our goals.

    Our goals are both national and global and co-operation between countries is the onl,y way

to attain those goals.

5
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Lennart Fogelstr6ry):

Thee $weecti$be eneygy pogicy wt enn inctuestrgag aewct

internatSo"aS cewmtexS.

"rhe Swedish wwctear progyarnme f$ a s"cce$s excepting pablle aecNp"

an¢e. Mowever, there ara reasons to believe that the public opifiictn wlll
chaftge and with thdi opiniort ffvesntually the e"ergy pollcy.

Nvclear power was cteveloped to complement hydre pewer. Several goals were
set up. Nucleac energy had to be economically competitive, $afe, environ-

mentally benign and a Iew burden for the tracie balance. Looking at the re$ult

nuclear energy ha$ fulfllled most, if not all, of these demands.

The Sweeish technology ha$ never depended on foreign li¢ense$. Safety has
been kept in the forefrofit, AU Swedi$h plants have fikers which make the use of

$urrouncting lanct possible even after apt unlikely core melt accident. Swecien

al$o ha$ a very comgerehen$ive prograrnme for the final treatment of nuclear

wa$te. Thi$ makes nuclear power baslcally a closed $y$tem anci thu$ ftuclear

energy from environmental and safety polnt of view is matching hydro pewer.

Further, plant con$truction schedules have been $hort, operational retaboiiity ls

excellent and the average ractiation dose to fiuclear plant personnel l$ very low.

Tegether the$e factor$ rnake the $wedish nuclear power prograrnrne a

formkiable economi¢al $ucce$s.

The developrnent of nu¢lear power ha$n't stopped neither in $wecten nor
aberoad. As a matter of fact Swecien wa$ pioneering the development of
inherently $afe reactor$ in the 197eies which $ince then have gaineci an

increasing int$rnational intere$t. De¢isions taken ten year$ ago have litrie to do

with the ¢urrent anct even le$s with the technology of the coming decacie$:

The Swedish inciustry is cor}cemed not oniy over the iuturg cost of e-iectricity.

The current energy policy also creates a lack of confldefice in the iuture

produ¢tion capaclty. ℃he alternatives for prociu¢ing electri¢ity have one by one
been politicaUy ellmlnatect, hyctro, "uclear, coal and, as the parliarnent in S988

set a 1imit for the relea$e of carbondioxide, even naturai gas can be looked upon

with doubt,

The energy consurning industries ¢ontribute $trongly to an improveraent oi the

balance oi trade. The net export in¢orne from the puip&paper industry is thus
three tirnes that of the automotive lndu$try. The population trend is towards an

lncreasing number ot retiree$ and a de¢rea$lng number of active employee$,
The per¢entage in non-indu$trial work has been increa$ing over the years. It is

of $trategic importance for the inctu$try in the coraing de¢ade$ to get quaiifiect

personneH" suXicient nasmber$. The current energy poli¢y makes lhis problerfi
mere ditticuil oft a nationai ba$is. The Swedish Iabour unions are beeoming

more and more concerned over the$e retated problern$.
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There are further otsjectlons against the current energy policy. How doe$ it

cemply with the arnbition to have a cio$e relation to the inner European market

after ag92? $hould developect nation$ choo$e an energy policy which increa$es

their depencience on fo$sil fuel$ which shovici be saved for ie$$er developed
countries? Shoulct nation$ with an acivanced technological infrastructure enake an

energy'choice which will increa$e tne burdert on the global environrnent?
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SWEDEN'S ENEmeGY FU[E]URE
       Policy vs. politics

      Tor Ragnar Gerholm
 Professor, University of Stockholm

           Sweden

    Hydroelectric power played a major role in the industrialization of Sweden. But by the late

50s environmental resistance essentially foreclosed further hydroelectric development projects.

Nuclear power was therefore enthusiastically seized upon as a viable new altercnative. Sweden

embarked upon an ambitions nuclear effort which finally met with strikingsuccess. Half ofthe

electricity now generated in Sweden comes from our 12 nuclear power reactors. Of these 10

have been made by ASEA-AXiOM (now ABB-ATOM).

    But in the 60s nuclear power was not yet ready for use. Petroleum served as a bridge to ehe

nuclear future. Oil was imported to Sweden in evenc increasing amounts, not only for poweT pro-

duction, but also for industrial and domestic heat and for the fueling of a rapidly growing fleet

of motor vehicles. In the early 70s Sweden's per capita consumption of petroleurn was higher

than in any other industria!ized country.

    The oil price shock in 1973 probably hig Sweden barder than other OECD countries. Energy

conservation, efficient energy use and - in particular - oil substitution beeame top priority goals.

    Unfortunately public debate took a weird turn: energy use xather than oil substitution was

seen as the main problem. Nuclear energy,just about ready to be called upon as a major means

for oil substitution, was singled out as the culprit. Atrter Three Miie Island the political parties

reluctantly agreed to a nuclear referendum. The outcome of this spectacle was somehow inter-

pxeted to mean that all nuclear power plants should be phased out by the year 2010 at the latest.

These events silenced the debate completely.

    In the wake of the reeferendum and in the absence of public debate nucleax power was

massively introduced as a substitute for oil.

    Renewable and domestic sources of energy were supported on an ambitious RD & D level

but with meagre and disappointing results. Meanwhile public opinion changed slowly but

steadily towards a more pronuclear attitude.

    Chernobyl called the bluff. It was felt that something had to be done to make the promised

nuclear phase out appear more crediable. The Government proposed a pTemature decomrnission-

ing of two, out of the twelve, nuclear power reactors.

    'ilhis seemed like a modest proposal in particular since the nuclear contribution to the

Swedish energy balance is systematically undervalued by a deceptive accounting method used in

Svveden but hardly anywhexe else, But it is now becoming abundantly clear that in economic,

ecological and political terms a heavy price wil! have to be paied for the forsaken reactors. Fur-

thermoxe the immediate impact of the Chernobyl accident had already worn off and the environ-

mental movement is now turning against all realistic alternatives to nuclear power.
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    Since we find ourselves caught in a blind alley the nuclear phase out is not likely to occur.

However the current breed of energy politicians will certainly be phased out as tirne goes by.

    In other words: the key to the understanding of Sweden's energy future is not to be found

in policy but in politics.
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2:OO pm
SESSION

-- s:oe pm

5 TOWARD NEW ERA OF NUCLEAR FUEL

   Japan's nuclear development is reaching a new era for nuc}ear fuel through plutonium

recycling. A way of recycling must be considered timely for the fuel cycle to be accepted

by the people. The session will discuss such issues as whether the fuel cycle can be accepted

in modern society, considering also relations between humanity and scientific technologies,

the significance of closing the fuel cycle from the international standpoint, and the tota!

assessment of risks and environmental effects of the fuel cycle.
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THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE AND
GLOBAL TECHNOLOGXCAL CHANGE

          John Yochelson
   Vice President for Corporate Affairs

Center for Strategic and International Affairs

              U.SA

    The nuclear fuel cycle is almost always analyzed from the perspective of the global supply-

demand energy equation. [lhis dominant perspective highlights both the interrelationship among

various energy sources and the wide ranging factors which determine their development. It points

to the reality that nuclear power wil} remain an alternative rather than a primary energy source

throughout the 1990s and for decades beyond.

    Although there is no substitute fox examining the nuclear fuel cycle in the light of other

energy sources, it is useful to seek to develop supplemental perspectives for analysis. One such

perspective is to view nuclear power in the context of profound structural changes in the world

economy that are being dxiven by new technologies.

    Four such changes in the new technological era can be identified: (1) the compression of

time; (2) closer global economie integration; (3) a sharpening of competitiveness among com-

panies and national governments;and (4) pressure on multilateral institutions. Fresh insights can

be gained by considexing what measure of nuclear fuel cycles reflecbs or contributes to these

far-reaching changes.

    Cotvepression of time. [lhe advances that are taking place in informatics, computer integra-

ted design, and computer integrated manufacturing have shortened time holizons in many

important ways. The compression of time is refiected both in the operation of global financial

markets (most recently illustrated by the shocks of October 1987) and in the continually reduced

life cycle of many manufactured producbs. Whereas the compression of time has deeply affected

economic as wel} as political decision-making, it does not seem to be reflected in the development

of nuclear power. On the contrary, the constraints on nuclear power have resulted in continually

extended lead times in the installation of current systems and the development of new genera-

tions of reactors.

    Globat integration. [[beansfers of capital and know-how are tying national economies more

closely together than ever, It is becoming increasingly routine for 1arge companies to have global

strategies for manufacturing and the provision of services. The nuclear fuel cycle reflects and re-

inforces this basic trend. Although the pace of nuclear power development varies among the

advanced industrial economies, the challenges posed by the nuclear fuel cycle are ultimately

global in character and require an integrated strategy of collaboration.

    increased competitiveness. Elhe knowledge-driven technologies have altered traditional

concepts of comparative advantage, which put a premiurn on natural resources. There is an

increasing belief that the companies or nations whieh dominate the new technologies wil1 gain
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a major competitive edge. During the 1970s this sharpening of competitiveness was mainfested

in the nuclear power sector in competition forexpork markets. In the 1980s, however,there are

indicators that these competitive pressures have become less intense as initial prospects for

developing the nuclear industry on a global basis have declined. Moreover, the lag of the U.S.

industry behind Japan and Europe has been insulated from the internal U.S. debate over

competitiveness.

    Rressasre on institutions. New technologies multiply the demands on the multilateral insti-

tutions that have helped bind the global economy. The compression of time, the redistribution

of global economic power, and the preoccupation of national governments to maintain their

sovereignty in the face of sweeping change have al1 contributed to the erosion of the multilateral

trading system, and the weakening of the IMF and the Worl.d Bank. The erosion of multilateral

structures has been reflected in the nuclear power arena. New mechanisms to facilitate colla-

boration will be required to meet the challenges of the 1990s.

    [[?ie task of shaping a collaborative agenda to develop the nuclear fuel cycle will be made

easier if due account is taken of its relationship with transformation of the global economy.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

   Dennis B. Cearlock, Associate Director
        Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Perhaps no other environmental issue has caught worldwide public attention
like that of global environmental changeths-the iigreenhouse" effect, acid rain,
ozone depletion. It is well estcablished tchat carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases have substantially increaseci since the industrial
revolution. Although the relationship between these gases and climate has
not been quantified, four of the last eight years have been the warmest since
global $urface measurements were initiated in the 1880s. Last summer's
drought heightened concern in the United States. Long-term changes in the
global environment could significantly impact the environmental health and
economic weH--being of nations. Because the combustion of fossil fuels
contributes significantly to the greenhouse gases, the role of nuclear power
in the United States is being reconsidered.

As a result of intense public concern of nuclear issues, U.S. scientists and
engineers have had to emphasize efivironmental issues while developing the
knowledge and technology for handiing radioactive waste associated with
nuclear weapons production. For example, for more than 20 years the U.S.
Department of EnergyEs Pacific Northwest Laboratory has been studying the
environmental impacts of nuclear waste---from creation to disposal. The U.S.
commercial nuclear industry is benefitting from this experienee and
expertise.

By contrast, hazardous waste disposal ha$ not received the sarne level of
public scrutiny. This has resulted in national problems and the
proliferation of environmental regulations. Assessment and remediation
technology developed for the nuclear industry is now being used to help clean
up hazardous waste sites in the United States.

Historically, public demands for environmental responsibility have been much
greater for the nuclear inciustry than any other. After the Three Mile Island
and Chernobyl acch'dents, public concern increased dramatically and demancis
becarne even more stringent. To meet these dernands, we must understand how
wastes behave in the environrnent at a fundamental level. This uncierstanding
is being developed through basic and applied research effores such as the
Environmental Center of Excellence recently established by the Department of
Energy.

Although we cannot yet address all the issues associated with nuclear waste,
we now have a sound basis for future research to solve environmental

problems. I am confident that JapaR and £he United States, working together,
will be able to develop the scientific knowledge and technology to safely
address ,radioactive waste management afid other enviroRmental issues facing
the nuclear power industry.
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NUCLEAR FUEL SEEN FROM THE ASPECT
      OF SCIENTIFIC TECHNOL([>GY

   Atsuyuki Suzuki
      Professor

DepartmentofEngineering

  University of Tokyo

    "Why nuclear power?" This simple question remains unanswered even today, 90 years

after the discovery of radioactivity by Madame Curie, and 50 years after the discovery of nuclear

fission by Hahn and Strassman. Unless the question is answered,it would be diffieult for nuclear

power to be widely accepted in the society. [he answer may take various forms: some may talk

of an alternative energy, saying that fossil fuels, such as petroleum, coal and natural gas, are

destined to be depleted and nuclear power is needed as an alternative energy source; other may

refer to the security considerations, saying that fossi} fuels a re generally unevenly distributed and

dependence on such resources is not favorable from the viewpoint of national security, and that

the nuclear power is needed to diversify supply sources. Others bring out globa! environment

logic, saying that nuclear power is needed to solve the problem of carbon dioxide which has been

particularly known to the people in recent years. It is needless to say that they are al1 legitimate

answers. The more intrinsic and more essential answer would be that nuclear power is a micro-

scopic energy and that it is a natural consequenee that we arrive at nuclear power, in the histrory

of scientific technologies, which have moved from macroscopic to microscopic world.

    Fossil fuel energy, which is obtained by the bonding of carbon and oxygen, produces 4

electron volts per atom, whereas nuciear fuel energy, generated through the nuclear fission of

uranium produces 200 miliion electron volts per atom. This is because the reaction of carbon

and oxygen is one in which electrons, traveling rapidly in curved paths about the nucleus, are

bonded. On the other hand, the fission of uranium is a reaction of nucleus ibself, producing

energy in supermicroscopic world. Energy in general is in inverse proportion to the size of

space or substance. The size of nuc}eus is millions times smaller than the space, in which elec-

trons are traveling. This is the scientific evidence to supporrt that the energy produetivity of

fossi} fuels and that of nuclear power are poles apart.The 4 electron volts of fossil fuel energy is

tantamount to the energy of ultraviolet ray, which is the limit of visible level. The 200 million

electron vo]ts of nuclear power energy is in the orders of supermicrons, completely invisible to

the eye, in the realm of X rays. 'Though invisible, uranium is widely existing in the world, and

when fissioned, it wil1 generate enomious amount of energy. That is a scientific fact no one can

deny. It is suggestive that the technological shift from fossil fuel to nuclear fuel is a transfer from

visible world to invisible world. This seems to have some relevance to the fact that though

ultraviolet rays and X rays are both electromagnetic waves X ray has a particularly fr' ightening

image. 'IEhe conservatism concerning safety issue of nuclear power may be attributable to this

discontinuous shift. Heisenberg's theory states that anything smaller than submicrons are blurred
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and cannot be observed, as long as one relies only upon visible light. Our world, then, will be

restricted to that theoretical limit. 'IIhe use of X ray and electronic microscope, however, will

enable us to observe microscopic worlds in their submicron dimensions.

    It is known that when lsaac Newton presented "Principia" and proposed the Newton

dynamics 300 years ago, the Cartesians did not necessaxily accept it. The acceptance ofthe con-

cept of absolute space in Newton dynamics is to recognize the existence of void, which at that

time was impossible in the world created by God. ,Today, it is known that there is quantum

mechanics, transcending Newton's dynamics. The history of scientific technologies has revealed

that the technologies of the future wi!1 be dependent on the quantum rnechanics. This, however,

wi11 only hold for a handful of people, called scientists. It will still be some time before that is

widely aecepted by the society at large. Though it is not yet known what the universal gravita-

tion is derived from, the worid of Newton is now believed by many and is accepted to be part of

common sense. The quantum mechanics will,some day,reach that point. It is our responsibility

to make visible the benefit of the technology, based on the understanding that nuc!ear fuel is the

mainstream fuel in the historical trend of scientific technologies, directed towards microscopic

quantum mechanics. Only when we have realized this, will we see people readily accept nuclear

fuel as a fuel of common sense. 'IIhe examples of visible benefit are already seen in information

science and materials science, where microscopic quantum mechanics is being ineroduced and

new paradigrns are being created. In the field of energy sicence, further efforts are needed to

change the current approach towards the creation of new paradigm for nuclear power.
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ATOMXC ENERGY XN AN ANMROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Towards an evakuative understanding of the piace of nucXear teehmeology

                       Klaus Riesenhuber
                Director, Institute of Medieval Thought

                   Professor, Dept. ofPhilosophy

                        Sophia University

    The industrial use of atomic energy involves not only technological, economic or political

aspects, but raises, on account of its far-reaching irnpacts and its symbolie function, £undamental

questions concerning the justification, meaning and limits of modern technology as such and of

man's role in relation to the natural world and to the future ofmankind. XR order to detect the

hidden anthropological aspects of atomic energy, one has, therefore, first to reflect on man's

relation to nature, as it has been conceived in the history of thought,and, then, to ery to develop

some normative principles £ox an appreeiation and xespons}ble use o£ modema technelogy in

general and nuclear techrmology in particular.

I. Thehistoricalperspectiveanditsimplicationsfoscanappraisalofatomicenergy

 1. At the roots of modern natural science as they can be traced back to ancient Greek thought,

    Iies the conception of nature as an intelligible, meaningful order of being, built according to

    general laws from simple elements or "atoms." This view of the natural world did not,

    however, lead to technologtcal development since ehe order of being was considered as

    static and complete, even divine, in itself, and since man's destiny was seen to consist in

    the contemplation of eternal spiritual truth rather than in active labor in the `lower' or even

    `evi1' materia} worcld.

 2. Chmistianity, as the second determinant of Western thought, has transformed man's attitude

    towascd the material world to a creative engagement which coscresponds, according to the

    doctrine of creatioA, to God's own creativity. The materiai universe,thus, is seen as revela-

    tion of God's providence, but, at the same time, becomes demythologized and is regarded

    as the place given to man as his home, entrusted to his responsible use and deveiopment.

    Since man's harmonious relation to nature and to his fellow men became distonted by sin,

    man's domination of the earth became arnbiguous, wavering between egoistic abuse and

    justified utilization for the cornmon good of mankind. Finally, the eschatological outlook

    emphasizes the limits inherent in the power of man and his world, even the possibility of a

    final disaster, and promises, on the other hand,a final fulfillment also ofthe natural world.

  3. Since early modern time technologieal development came into being through the ehange

    from a holistic, finalistic, metaphysical conception of the world to an analytic, quantifying,
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empiricai world view, and through the utilization o£ the natural sciences for technological

and economic purposes. During the last decades, however, the trust in unlimited progress,

characteristic for the last century, has given way to an awareness of the limitations of the

earth and its possibilities. Moreover, in a paradigm change, the hitherto analytic and mecha-

nic approach to nature is at present being deepened to a more orgar}ic and synthetic under-

standing of nature as a precondition and part of human existence which has to be respected

in its own structure and meaning.

II. rl]heethicalperspectiveoftheutilizationofatomicenergy '

    Since science and technology are in themselves ethically indifferent, any use ofthem,under

the condition that its execution and effects do not violate man's life and dignity, is legitimate as

far as it serves the fulfillment of man in his personality and of mankind as a whole. This principle

is valid also for the industrial use of atomic energy, including the nuclear fuel cycle. Since a

sufficient, economic, long range energy supply is the necessa ry condition for economic growth,

a high employment rate, social and political stability and, thus, for a humane life in the contem-

porary woxld, and since atomic energy seems to fulfill these requirements, its industrial use can

be permitted under the following conditions. The use of any technology involves xisks, lays some

burden on the natural environment and, for the most parrt, uses up natural resources. It is,

therefore, the task ofcarefu} common deliberation to judge which kind ofenergy supply deserves

preference, and it is at the same time a strict obligation for technological researchers, economists,

and pokiticians to try to reduce these dangers and negative effects as far as possible. Xn order to

keep alternative possibilities for future development open, it is advisable to take a multiform

approach to the energy problem; in this sense, any technology is provisionai and can be super-

seded. Since energy supply is a common problem for mankind as a whole, any attempt ofa solu-

tion has to take into account the needs of the third world, too, and protection of its natural

resources and its economic development; in this respect, the use of atomic energy offers con-

siderable advantages. The points that still need further clarification and development are the

questions of safety and of the protection of the human environment, and these both not only for

the present, but also, with regard to the disposal of radioactive waste, for a far distant future.

Since these questions touch upon the common responsibility of society as a whole, the way to

their democratic solution has to be achieved through wide information and sincere dialogue.
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Chairman

Members

Observers

 MEMBER$ OF TME
FOR THff 22ND JAgge

PROGRAM COMMeTTEE
 ANNVAL CONgemeENce

Junnosuke Kishida

Kohei Abe

Michiko Abe

Yumi Akimoto

Akio Etori

Heiichi Hamaoka

Ryo Ikegame

Yoshinori Ihara'

Mitsuru Inuta

Tsutomu Kanai

Yoichi Kaya

Fumio Kodama

Hiroshi Murata

Masao Nakamura

Hiroshi Ohishi

Ken Ohtani

Toshitsugu Shibata

Atsuyuki Suzuki

Yasumasa Tanaka

MasatoshiToyota

Takeko Yanase

Satoshi Yamori

Kensaku Hogen

Katsuhisa Ida

Junichiro Mukai

                      (in Alphabetical Order)

Honorary Chairman
The Japan Research Institute

Executive DireQtor

The Federation of Electric Power Companies

National Institute of Radiological Sciences

Senior Managing Director
Mitsubishi Metal Corporation

Scientific Journalist

Executive Dirqctor

The Japan Development Bank

Managing Director
The Tokyo Electric Power Company

President
Jap'an A'tomic Energy Research Institute

Professor

Tokai University

Chairman
Committee on Nuclear Energy Policy
The Japan Eleetric Manufacturers' Association

Professor ･
The University ofTokyo

Professor
Saitama University

President

Japan Atornic Energy Relations Organization

EditorialWriter ･
The Yomiuri Shimbun
           'Managing Director
The Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc.

Senior Writer

As ahi Shimbun

ProfessorEmeritus
Kyoto University

Professor

The University ofTokyo

Professor

Gakushuin University

President
Japan Nuclear Fuel Service Co., Ltd.

Journalist

Eexecutive Vice President
Japan Nuclear Fuel Industry Co., Ltd.

Deputy Director General
United Nations Bureau
Miniistry ofForeign Affairs

Deputy Director General
Science and Technology Agency

Deputy Director General
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy
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         MASAYO$ffS NAYA$Ng

Date of Birth: May 12, 1922

Education: Graduated in September,

      1946 from the Department of

      Electricity, Faculty of Engi-

     neering, University ofNagoya

Occupation:

Nov.1946 Chubu Electric Power
      Generation and Transmission

     Corporation,Inc.

May1951 Chubu Electric Power
     Co., Inc. (due to Organiza-

     tion change)

Jun.1972 General Manager of
     Power System Operations
      Department

Jun.1975 General Manager in
     change of Power System
      Operations Department

Jul.1977 Director

Jul.1979 ExeeutiveDirector

Jun.1981 Executive Vice-President

Mar. 1986 President, Power Reactor

      and Nuclear Fuel Develop-
     ment Corporation (PNC)

         J℃NNO$WKex KgSMmeA

  Mr. Kishida is the current chair-

man of the Japan Research Institute

(JRI), a fbrmer chairman of the
Editorial Board of the Asahi Shim-

bun, and the author ofa number of

publications in Japanese, including

Studies on AXegotiations, T7ie IVew

tha ofinfoxmation, and On rleehno-

logical ervilization. He was born on

1920 and graduated in 1942 from

the Department of Aeronautical
Engineering of the University of
Tokyo. After graduation, he worked

as an aircraft designer at the Naval

Institute of Aeronautical Engineering

until the end of the war. Hejoined

the Asahi Shimbun in 1946. There,

he became an editorial writer and

senior staff writer specializing in

science and technology, infbrmatiza-

tion in society, international rela-

tions, and disarmament and security

issues and went on to serve as chair-
    )
man of the Editorial Board of the

Asahi Shimbun from 1977 to 1983.

From 1974 to 1978, he also served as

vice president of the National Insti-

tute for Research Advancement
(NIRA) and as project leader ofthe

NIRA research projects, "Japan
toward the 21st Century" and
"Japan in the 1990s" In 1985, he

retired from Asahi Shimbun and
became chairman ofJRI.
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Born on Apr. 3,1907

Present Titles:

   - Senior Counsellor, Nihon

     Keizai Shimbun
   - Chairman,Japan Atomic
     Industrial Forurn

Education:

1933 Graduated from Waseda Uni-
     versity (Department ofPoliti-

     cal Economy)

Professional Career:

1933 JoinedNihonKeizaiShimbun,
     Inc., publisher of the nation's

     foremost economic daily
     newspaper (then called The

     Chugai Shogyo Shimpo and
     later renamed The Nihon
     Keizai Shimbun), as a reporter

1942 Economic and political news

     editor
1946 Managingeditor
1947 Directorandrnanagingeditor
1954 Managingdirectorandeditor-
     in-chief
1965 Executive director and editor

     in-chief

1968 PresidentandCheifExecutive
      Oflficer

1976 Chairmanoftheboard
1980"-SeniorCounsellor

Current Government Posts:

   - Member of Advisory Com-
     mittee for Energy

   -Chairman of Petroleum
     Council
   - Chairman of Central Social

     Insurance Medical Council
   - Member of Industrial Struc-
      tural Council



moecMe MgyAzAKg

Born on February 15, 1917

     in Kagoshima

1939 Graduated from Tokyo Im-
     perial University, Department

     of Civil Engineering, Faculty

     of Engineering

1939 Civi1 Works Bureau, Ministry

     ofInterior

1957 Director for Planning, Plan-

     ning Bureau, Economic Plan-

     ning Agency
1961 Director, Planning Division,

     Ports and Harbors Bureau
                            '
     Ministry of Transport

1967 Director-General, Ports and

     Harbors Bureau, Ministry of
     Ministry of Transport

1972 Elected to the House of
     Representatives

1976 Vice-Chairman Science and
                 ,
     Technology Committee,
     Policy Affairs Research
     Council of the LDP
1977 Parliamentary Vice-Minister

     of Post and Telecommunica-

     tions
1979 ParliamentaryVice-wnnister

     of Administrative Manage-

     ment
1983 Chairman, Committee on
     Judicial Affairs, House of
     Representative

1986 Chairman, Committee on
     Communications, House of
     Representative
Present Position

   Minister of State for Science and

   Technology
      Technoiogy in Japan

   Member of the House of

   Representatives (LDP)

   - elected six times from Kago-

      shima Prefecture

SESSION 1

Chairman

TOMOO NAKANO

1916 - Born, Shibetsu City,

     }Iokkaido

Education:

1941-B.S.E.E Hokkaido Univer-
           .e
     sity, Faculty of Engineering

Career:

1946--Iintered [rhe Hokkaido Elec-

     tric Distribution Co., Ltd.

1951 - The Hokkaido Electric Power

     Co., Inc.

     Assistant Manager, Research

     Sec., Engineering Research

     Center
1958-Manager, Generation and
     Transmissien Sec., Otaru
     Regional Office

1959-Manager Telecornmunication

     Sec., lst Engineering Works

     Dept., Head Office

1961-Manager,GenerationSec.,lst

     Engineering Works Dept.,
     Head Office
1964--Deputy General Manager,
     Accounting and Financing
     Dept., Head Office

1967-Deputy General Manager,
     Engineering Works Dept.
1970- Generai Manager, Engineering

     Works Dept.
1972-General Manager, General
     Planning Dept.
1974 - Mandging Director

1977 - Executive Vice President

1983-President

1988-Chairman

Decoration:

1984-Blue-Ribbon Medal with
      Ranju
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Dr. Hans Blix was born in 1928 in

Uppsala. He sa;udied at the Univer-

sity of Uppsala, at Columbia Univer-

sity and he received his Ph.D. at

Cambridge.

In 19S9 he became Doctor of Laws

at the Stockholm University and in

1960 was appointed associate pro-
fessor in international law.

From 1963 to 1976 he was Head of

Department at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and served

as Legal Adviser on International

Law. In 1976 he became Under-
Seoretary of State at MOFA in
charge of international development

co-operation. Hewasappointed
Minister of MOFA in October 1978.

In Spetember 1979 he was again
appointed Under-Secretary of State

at MOFA in charge of international

developmentco-operation.

Since 1961 he has been a member of

Sweden's delegation to the Uriited

Nations General Assembly, and from

1962 to 1978 a meber of the
Swedish delegation to the Confer-

ence on Disarmament in Geneva.

He has written several books on sub-

jects associated with international

and constitutional law and was leader

of the Liberal Campaign Committee

in favour ofretention ofthe Swedish

nuclear energy program in the re-

ferendum in 1980.
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    Currently serving as Director,

Gail de Planque was appointed
Deputy Director of the Environmen-

tal Measurements Laboratory (EML)

U. S. Department of Energy in
February 1982. Prior to that ap-

pointment, Dr. de Planque was a
physicist with the Radiation Physics

Divisibn, a position held since she

joined the Laboratory in 1967.

   EML is a Federal research and
development laboratory funded pri-

marily through the Department of

Energy's office of Energy Research.

EML conducts environmental re-
search concerning pollutants associa-

ted with energy technologies and
related national security activities,

principally for the purpose of provid-

ing the scientific information requir-

ed to determine the consequent efl

fects on human health and the envi-

ronment.
   Over the years, Dr. de Planque's

research efforts have been concerned

with experirnental and theoretical in-

vestigations involving the application

of the basic physics of radiation

interactions with matter to problems

of radiation protection.

   Dr. de Planque has published
over 60 scientific journal articles,

proceedings and reports, presently

serves on the editorial board of the

`Radiation Protection Dosimetry'

journal, has been on the scientific

advisory and editorial committees of

the recent International Conferences

on Solid State Dosimetry, and has

given numerous scientific lectures

both in the U, S. and abroad.

         ANME-ONgN KRVMNEKL

Born 11 February 1941,Plzen:

1966-71 Mining College, Ostrava;

     technician, Hlubina Mine, Os-

     trava
1966-71Postgraduate studies,
     Mining Institute of the Cze-

     choslovak Academy of Scien-

     ces
1971-76 Director, Antonin Z6po-

     tocky Mine, Ostrava

1975-88 Senior Lecturer, Mining
     College, Ostrava

1977-88 First deputy general
     director Ostrava-Karvina
            '
     Coal Mines

1982 DoctorofMiningSciences
1988 Professor

1988-Minister of Fuel and Energy

     of the Czechoslovak Socialist

     Republics

Publications: Numerous scientific

     studies and publications on

     underground mining of eoal,

     ore and nonferrous deposits,

     etc.
     Distinguished by a number of

     Czechoslovak orders and dis-

     tinctions.
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Date of Birth: November l4,1926

Education:

Mar.1948 Graduated from Univer-
     sity of Tokyo (Physics De-
     partment, Faculty of Science)

Mar.1962 Received a degree of
      Doctor of Engineering from
      University of Tokyo

Business Career:

Apr.1948 joined Nippon Electric
     Co., Ltd.

Apr. 1965 Chief, Basic Research De-

     partment, Communication
      Research Laboratory

Aug. 1965 Joined COMSAT on loan

Sept.1967 Reinstated to Nippon
     Electric Co., Ltd.

     Manager, Communioation Re-
     search Laboratory, Central
      Research Laboratories

Aug.1972 General Manager, Trans-

     mission Division

Nov.1974 Elected to the Board of

     Directors

Jun.1977 Senior Vice President
     and Director
Jun.1978 Executive Vice Presdient

     and I)irector

Jun.1980 President

Award:

Apr.1982 Recipient of the Purple

      Ribbon Medal from His
     Majesty the Emperor of
     Japan
Dec.1982 Recipient of the Edwin

     Haward Armstrong Achieve-
     ment Award from the IEEE

Hobby: Igo



SffOM NA$V

Date of Birth: Septernber 19, 1924

Academic career:

1948 Graduated from Poiitical

     Science Course of Law
     Department, the University

     of Tokyo

Professional career:

1948 EnteredKantoElectricPower
     Distribution Co.

1951 Entered the Tokyo Electric

     Power Co., Inc. (through the

     reorganization of the electric

     power industry)

1964 Manager, Research Sec.,

     General Planning Dept.

1966 Manager,GeneralAffairsSec.,

     General Affairs Dept.

1971 Acting General Manager,

     General Affairs Dept.

1974 GeneralManager,General
     Affairs Dept.

1977 Director(inchargeofGeneral

     Affairs Dept.)

1979 ManagingDirector
1982 ExecutiveVicePresident
1984 'gv President

Other major posts:

1985tw Vice-Chairman Keizai
                ,
     Doyukai
1980t'wChairman, the Federation of

     Electric Power Companies

meAN meANgerL LeeVE

Ne le 30 Mai 1940 a Marrakech

     (MAROC)
1960 EcolePolytechnique
1965 Ecole Nationaie de la Statis-

     tique et de 1'Administration

     Economique
1965tw1982 Economiste a Elec-
     tricite de France et a Gaz de

     France
1982tw1988 Conseiller Technique
     a la Presidence de la Repub-

     lique (energie, matieres pre-

     mieres, nuc16aire, spatial, con-

     truction aeronautique)

depuisle Directeur Gen6ral de
6.1.1989"v l'Energie et des Ma-
         tieres Premieres

     au Ministere de 1'Industrie et

     de 1'Amenagement du Terri-

     toire
     Membre du Comite de 1'Ener-

     gie Atomique
     Pr6sident de la Caisse Fran-

     gaise des Matieres

     Premieres
     Administrateur de '1'ERAP et

     de PECHINEY
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Aaexapmotr k. Lapsniem

May 23,1933 Born in Leningrad

1957 Graduated from the I.enin-

     grad Airforce Engineering

     Academy
19S9tv77 Engineer, Chief of the

     Department, Deputy Chief
     Engineer at the Leningrad
     Thermo-Electric Power Sta-
     tions Design Institute

1977"-84 Chief Engineer at the
     Scientific Research Design
     Institute of the Power and
     Electrification Mimistry in

     Moscow
1984Av87 Deputy Chairman of the

     USSR State Committee on
     Supervision of Nuclear Power

     Safety
1987A-Deputy Minister of Atomic

     Power of the USSR



Chairman

YO"e"ARO )EDA

Date ofBirth: February 25,1920

Education:1943 Sep. Graduated
     from the technology depart-

     ment of Tokyo Imperial
     University

Career:

Sep.26,1943Joined Mitsubishi
     Heavy Industries, Ltd.

May29,1973 General Manager of
     Utility Power Systems Engi-

     neering Department ofPower
     Systems Headquarters
Jun.29,1976 General Manager of
     Utility & Industrial Power
     Systems Engineering Depart-
     ment of P, ower Systems Head-

     quarters
Jan.1,1977 General Manager of
     Utility Power Systems Engi-

     neering Department ofPower
     Systems Headquarters

Jun.28,1977Director, Deputy
     General Manager of Power
     Systems Headquarters

Jun.26,1981Managing Director,
     General Manager of Power
     Systems Headquarters
Jun.28,1983 Executive Vice Presi-

     dent, General Manager of
     Power Systems Headquarters
Jun.28,1985 President

Munir Ahmad Khan

  Mr, Munir Ahmad Khan is a
nuclear power engineer. He worked

in nuclear industry beforejoining the

IAEA in Vienna where he served for

14 years.

  In 1972, he was appointed Chair-

rnan of the Pakistan Atomic Energy

Commission. He has guided the
developrnent of Pakistan's peacefu1

nuclear energy programme for the

last 17 years. During this period,

Pakistan has commissioned a nuclear

power reactor, a large nuclear re-

search and development centre,
several nuclear fuel cycle facilities,

two training institutes for technical

manpower and a number of centres
for the application of atomic energy

in agriculture and medicine.

  He has been taking an active part

in international for a dealing with nu-

clear energy and worked for bringing

closer understanding between the less

developed and the advanced coun-

tries. He has been member of the

board of governors of IAEA for
eleven years and served as the Chair-

man ofthe board in 1986--87.
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Was Born in Ningbo City, Zhejiang

  Province, China on July 31, 1934.

19Sl-1957 Studied at Leningrad
    University and Moscow Chemi-
    cal Engineering Institute.

1957--1960 Worked at Lanzhou Nu-

    clear Fuel Factory of Ministry

    of Nuclear Industry (MNI) as

    Engineer.
1961-1968 Senior Engineer, Beljing

    Institute of Nuclear Engineer-

    ing, MNI.
1969-1975 Research Professor, In-

    stitute of Atomic Energy, MNI.

1976-1984 Chief Engineer of I.an-

    zhou Nuclear Fuel Factory,

    MNI.
1984-1986 Chief Engineer, Bureau

    of Nuclear Fuel, MNI.

1986--1987 DirectorGeneral,

    Bureau of Science and Techno-

    logy, MNI.

t987-1988 ViceMinister,MNI,

1988-- VicePresident,China
    National Nuclear Corporation.
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       VRADIMgR S. GVVAueV

Born: August 26, 1938 in Mogilev
      (Belorussia).

Engineer:

Manager of Department of the Kom-

somol Pravda since 1960.

The Science Editor, Manager of
Department of the Pravda since
1976.

As ajournalist:

Received the highest prize awarded

to a jouranlist from the Soviet
Journaiist Union: first for public

relations activities on space develop-

ment and second fbr activities in the

Chernobyl accident site.

As an author:

Guvalev has written more than 20

books. [EIhe include "Space Cen-
tury" (2 volumes), "Thread oflife"

(a book of genetic science), "Two

Steps Away from the Epicenter"
(a book on the peacefu1 use of nu-

clear explosion and uranium indus-

try), "Nuclear Power City" and
"The Space Bridge." His latest work

"Crimson over the Pripyach" deals

with nuclear energy in the Soviet

Union. His books have been trans-

lated into many languages. The lite-

rary activities has won him the

Soviet Union State Award, the
Komsomol Prize and many other
international awards.

As playwright:

Guvalev has written five plays. The

"Sarcophagus (stone coffin)" - the

play on the Chernobyl tragedy - was

shown in 40 countries including
Japan. His latest play is "rirhe grand-

man Stalin."
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Apri122,1935 BorninTokyo
Mar.1959 GraduatedfromJapanese
    literature Department,Waseda

    University

1969-72 Served as an MC in an
    NHK program "Konnichiwa
    Okusan." She then started to

    free lance as a TV caster and

    interviewer, mainly for educa-

    tional and daily life related

    programs.
Since1977 Special Advisor to tite

    Science and Technology Agen-

    cy. Having visited national
    laboratories more than SO
    times in Tsukuba, wrote essays

    in STA's publicity magazine

    "Prometheus" from the view-
    point of a liberal arts maj or.

1980-85 Public relations oflficer

    for the Scientific Expo in Tsu

    kuba
    Also served as a member of
    various councils for the govern-

    ment, including STA and MPT
    (Ministry of Post and Telecom-

    munications). Is now a direc-

    tor of the Tsukuba Scientific

    Expo Memoriai Foundation.
    Has been a caster of "Family

    Science" program, produced
    by Higashi Nippon Hoso (since

    1986)
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           SewCNgmo TAWARA

  Born in 1934 in Hikone City,
Shiga Prefecture. Graduated from

Waseda University. After Working

for Iwanarni Movies and Tokyo
Channel 12 TV (currently TV
Tokyo Channel 12), is now active
as a non-fiction writef arid critic.
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          YASUMASA WANAKA

Born in Tokyo on

  November 28 1931
             '
  Litt. D. in Psychology; Ph.D. in

  Communications.

  Professor of Social Psychology

  and Comrnunications, Department

  of Political Science, Gakushuin

  University.

  Chairman, Departrnent of Political

  Science, Gakushuin University.

  President, Japan Election Studies

  Association.

  Specialist Member, Atomic Ener-

  gy Safety Commission.

[Educational Background]

  Gakushuin University (B.A. in
  Political Science)

  University of Illinois (M.A. in
  Political Science)

  University of Illinois (Ph.D. in

  Communications)
  Kanseigakuin University (Litt. D.

  in Psychology)

[Career]

  Visiting Professor, University of

  Pefmsylvania

  Visiting Professor, University of

  Saskatchewan

[Membership in Learned Societies]

  President, Japan Election Studies

  Association

  Japanese Political Science Associa-

  tion (Formerly, Member of the

  Executive Committee)

  Japan Society for International

  Politics (Member of the Council)

  Japanese Psychological Associa-

  tion
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             Y#TAXO KouAKA

NovelistlCritic:

    Yotaro Konaka was born in
Kobe City on 9 September 1934.
He was graduated from University

of Tokyo in 19S8. For six years he

worked as a drama director for NEIK

before turning to writing in 1964.

Since 1976 he has been closely in-

volved in the work of the Japan
PEN CIub.

   In 1970 Konaka brought out
"Tenchugumi Story," a historical

novel on the Melji Restoration.

This was followed in 1972 by
"Artists of Kingdom," a novel re-

counting the story of a musicians

union, and by an anti-war novel.

"Nara High School" treats the topic

of university entrance examinations

and the intense competition involved.

    193814, Konaka was an ex-
change Professor at West Virginia

Untversity and Kentuckiana Metro-

versity in Louisvllle, Ky., under the

Fulbright program teaching Japanese

Literature and Journalism.

   As a productive free-lance writer

as well as a TV commentator, Ko-

naka published recently "TV News

War" and "Hour oh History."
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  Born on April 18,1931, in Tokyo.

Graduated from Gakushuin Uriiver-

sity and studied journalism and mass

communications at the Graduate
School, University of Illinois, 1955-

56, as Flubright student. After
working fbr the Tokyo Bureau of
Chicago Daily News, started her
career as a oritic. Her 1968 work,

"Kajihiketsushu" was a national best

seller. In the book, proposed
housewives to try and reduce their

work load, by washing potatoes in a

washing machine, for exarnple. Her

other publications include essays and

comments in magazines, newspapers,

etc. Is now active in various fields
                             '
fbr exarnple, as a member of the

Econornic Welfare Council, Econo-

mic Planning Agency.
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TAKA$Nt YAMAZAKg

DateofBirth: November 23 1925
                    ,Educational Background:

1949 B.Eng.,NagoyaUniversity

Career:

1949 Chubu Electric Distribution

     Co., Ltd.

1951 (Chubu Electric Distribution

     Co., Ltd. was Reorganized to

     Chubu Electric Power Co.,
     Inc.)

1973 General Manager of Nagoya
     Thermal Power Administra-
     tive Center

1979 Senior General Manager of

     Hamaoka Nuclear Power
     Plant
1981 Director

1983 ManagingDirector
1987 Executive Vice President &
     Director
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MgRo$Ma Mgw$uzwKA

Born on August 1, 1927

19Sl Elected to the Miyagi Prefec-

     tural Assembly
1972 Elected to the House of Re-

     presentatives

1977 Parliamentary Vice Minister

     for Transportation

1979 Parliamentary Vice Minister

     for Education
1985 Minister for Transportation

1988 Minister for International

     Trade and Industry

Hobbies: Reading
     Japanese Martial Arts

     "Kendo;' "Aikido"

1931

1953

1954

1979

1983

1986

1987
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        AyAmo seNas

Born in Tokyo

Married Shumon Miura

Graduated from the English

I.iterature Department, Uni-

versity of the Sacred Heart

Awarded with Cross pro Ee-
clesia et Pntifire by the Apos-

tolic See

Awarded with Father Darnien

Award by the Korean Catho-

lic Leprosy Workers Associa-

tion

Awarded with "Writing Prize"

by Japan Soeiety of Civil
Engineers

Awarded with Shikanai No-
butaka Seiron Taisho" by the

Fuji Sankei Group
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           KffNKO HA$ffGAWA

Date of Birth: June 8, 1916

Place of Birth:

     FukuShima Prefecture, Japan

Education: Graduated from Tokyo
     Imperial University, Faculty

     of Naval Architecture

     (December,1941)

Occupational Background:

1942 Joined Kawasaki Heavy In-
      dustries, Ltd.

1962 Senior Manager, Ship Design-

     ing Department Ship Group
1971 Director,DeputyGeneralMa-
     nager of Ship Group and
     General Manager of Ship
     Sales Mvision

1975 Managing Director, Senior
     General Manager of Develop-

     ment Group
1978 Senior Managing Director,
     Senior General Manager of
     Marketing Group
1980 Executive Vice President

1981 President

1987 Chairman of the Board of
     Directors

1987 Chairman
     The Shipbuilders' Association

      of Japan

1988 Chairman
     The Society of Japanese
     Aerospace Companies, Inc.

Honours and Awards:

1974 KobeDistricMaritimeBureau

     Award
1982 Ministry of Transportation

     Award
1983 Blue Ribbon Award

..
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       WgLLRAM L. WgLKeNSeN

  Dr. William Wilkinson studied
engineering at Cambridge University.

He joir}ed the UKAEA in 1959 and

for the next 8 years was engaged on

the development, design and opera-

tion of fuel element production
plants.

  In 1967 he was appointed Pro-
fessor of Chemical Engineering at the

University of Bradford and returned

to the nuclear industry in 1979 as

Assistant Director responsible for

Research and Development in Re-
processing Division in BNFL.

  He was appointed to the Main
Board of BNFL in 1984 as Technical

Director and in 1986 became Deputy

Chief Executive. He is now the
Chairrnan of tlie Fuel, Enriclmient,

Engineering and Transport Divisions,

  He is a Past President of the
Institution of Chemical Engineers

and a Member of the Fellowship of

Engineering. He was awarded the
CBE in 1986.
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           TosHgyAsu sAsAKg

Date ofBirth: May 6,1934

Education: Graduated from the
     Department of Electric Engi-

     neering, the Faculty of Engi-

     neering, Osaka University

Careers:

1957 Heavy Industry Bureau,Min-
     istry of International Trade

     and Industry

1959 Atornic Energy Bureau, Sci-

     ence and Technology Agency

     (STA)
1975 Counselor of Japanese Em-
     bassy in Austria

1979 Director,SpacePlanningDivi-

     sion, Research Coordination

     Bureau STA
           ,
1982 Director, Planning Division,

     PlanningBureau,STA
1983 Deputy Director-General,

     OECDINEA
1986 Director-General, Nuclear
     Safety Bureau, STA

1987 Executive Director, Power

     Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
     Development Corporation
     (PNC)
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           BwaTRAM WOLFM

Born on June 26,1927 in Bronx

  Dr. Wolfe received his BA. in
Physics from Princeton University in

1950 and his Ph.D. from Cornell
University in 1954. He has been in

the nuclear energy field since 195S,

spending all but two years at Gene-

ral Electric. Dr. Wolfe has worked

in almost all phases of nuclear
energy from reactor design to fuel

supply to waste management to
development of new reactor con-

cepts. He is Vice President and
General Manager of GE Nuclear
Energy, responsible for all GE
activities in the nuclear power in-

dustry. He is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Nuclear

Management & Resources Council,
U.S. Council for Energy Awareness,

Nuclear Power Oversight Committee,

and the American Nuciear Energy

Council. He is a Fellow of the
American Nuclear Society and in
1985 was elected Vice-President,
President-Elect. He served as Presi-

dent for the year starting in June of

1986. Dr. Wolfe is a professional

Engineer in the State of California,

and is a member of the National
Academy of Engineering. He holds

a number of patents in the nuclear

field and is the author of several

dozen publications concerning nu-

clear technology, nuclear energy and

energy in general.

Chakmam

         MASAKAnv WAmaKe

Born oR April 10,1927

1951 Graduated from the Faculty

     of Law, Nihon University

19S9-1971
     Joined Chiyoda, Sales De-

     partment
1971-1976
     Director, Personnel and Ad-

     ministration and Business De-

     velopment
1976-1979
     Managing Director, Personnel

     and General Administration
                         '
     Corporate Planning

1979-1981
     Representative Director and

     Senior Managing Director

1981 to date

     President and ChiefExecutive

     Officer
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        RewwweeT LAkmeMueNincr"

S5 years old

Ing6nieur de 1'Ecole des Mines de

Paris 1955

Docteur Ing6nieur University of Paris

Master of Science, California Insti-

tute of Technology

Entered CEA in 1960

Head of Plutonium Fuel Departrnent

 (1973)

Head of Technology Department
 (1976)

Head of Material and Fuel Division

 (1979)

Director for Nuclear Programs in

 CEA since 1982
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           KAzuagKo sMewo

Born on Dec. 7 1939
           ,
1962 Graduated from the Tokyo
     Institute of Technology (Me-

     chanical Engineering)

     Joined Tokyo Shibaura Elec-

     tric Co., I.td. (current To-

     shiba Corporation)

1966 Atomic Power Division Me-
     chanical Engineer

198S`vChief Specialist - Nuciear

     System Design Engineering
     Department
1986 Elected as the vise-chairman

     of Subcommittee on Nuclear

     Power Plant, Technology
     Committee Advanced Robot
             '
     Technology Research Associ-

     ation
1988'vElected as the chairman of

     the above Subcommittee

f
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          ewmegNOSUKff NApaA

Born Marchl925,Tokyo
BS1945 UniversityofTokyo
PhD1952 University of Tokyo,
         Chemistry
1952-56 Post-doctorate research
     in the U.S.A.

     University of Washingtop,
     Harvard University,and Loui-

     siana State University

l9S6--59 Japan Atomic Energy
     Research Institute

1959-69International Atomic
     Energy Agency
     Assistant Director, Division

     of Research
l969 Seikolnstrumentslnc.

     Director in charge of R&D

     Member of the rnanagement

     board
1976 ManagingDirector
1982 Executive Senior Managing
     Director
1985 ExecutiveVicePresident

1987-Present President

Award Award by the Ministry ofSci-

     ence and Technology for con-

     tribution to the nuclear safe-

     ty (October 1987)

Adviser HattoriSeikoCo.,Ltd.

Member Radiation Council ofthe
     Government
Mernber Government Committee
     on Nuclear Safety

Member Advisory Committee on
     Science and Technology, Sin-

     gapore Government
Director Japan Atomic Industrial

     Forum
I)irector Japan Association of Ana-

     lytical Instrument Manufac-

     turers
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               sumo MAcNg

15 January 1934

          Born in Shizuoka Pref.

Mar. 1959 Master of Engineering

          at Kyoto University

Apr. 1966 Enter to the Takasaki

          Radiation Chemistry
          Research Establishment,

          Japan Atomic Energy
          Research Institute

Jul. 1971 SeniorScientjst

Jun. 1974 Head of Process Labo-

          ratory II, Pilot Scale

          Research Station

Jun. 1978 General Manager of
          Radiation Engineering
          Division Pilot Scale Re-
                '
          search Station.

Aug. 1980 Detached to the Inter-

Jun. 1983

Apr. 1986

Oct. 1988

Jan. 1989

national Atomic Energy

Agency
Deputy Director to the

Office ofManning,

JAERI
Director to the Depart-

ment of Research, Ta-

kasaki Radiation Che-

mistry Research Estab-

lishment JAERI
      :
Director to the Depart-

ment of Development,

TRCRE
Director General of

TRCRIE and Director
      '
to the Department of
Development
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1929

195S

1956

1960

1961

1963

1967

1971

1984

SVNAO EGAWA

 Born in Tol<yo

 Graduated Medical School of

 Okayama University

 M.D.
 Dr. Med. Sci., Graduate

 School of University of
 Tokyo
 Research stuff in University

 ofRochester N.Y.
           ,
 Stuff in Department of Radi-

 ology, National Cancer Cen-

 ter Hospital

 Associate Professor, Depart-

 ment of Radiology Medical
 School, the University of

 Tokyo
 Professor and Chairman, De-

 partment of Radiology Medi-

 cal School, Teikyo University

-Chief, Department of Radia-

 tion Therapy, National Can-

 cer Center Hospital
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Date of Birth: July 16th, 1925

Present Titles:

  President, The Institute of Energy

   Economics,Japan
  Director, Japan Atomic Industrial

   Forurn
  Director, Japa:n Energy Conserva-

   tion Center

  Director, Research Institute for

   Peace and Security, Tokyo

  Director, The Committee for
   Energy Policy Promotion

   (Chairman of Experts Subcom-
   mittee)

  Member of some governmental
   councils such as Industrial Struc-
         '
   ture Council Industrial Tech-
             '
   nology Council, Advisory Com-

   mittee for Energy (Chairman of

   Energy Demand and Supply
   Committee), Petroleum Council,

   Electric Utility Council

  Member of some International
   Groups, Narnely, Oxford Energy

   Policy Club, Group of 13, "The

   Group"
Educational Qualification:

  B.A. (Economics) 1948

   Tokyo Uhiversity,Japan
Publication:

  "Reserved Seats for Energies" -

   1985
  "OPEC" - 1980
  "Energy Theory fbr Citizens" -

   1981

  and many other articles regarding

  energy in general, oil, gas and

  nuclear issue.
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  Mr. Hans Rode I]>irector General
              '
of Swedish National Energy Admini-

stration since 198S. Age 45,aback-

ground as a local politician; since

1977 Mayor in Sweden's third
largest town Malmoe.
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LewNAwr A.VV. wuGvaLSWROM

Born on April 26,1939

1962 GraduatedfromtheChalmers
      University of Technology,
      Gothenburg,Sweden
1970 Graduated in Business Eco-
      nomics at the University of

      Lund

Positionsheld:

1963--64 Devel(rpment engineer at

      Arenco Electronics AB,
      Stockholm
196S-67 Engineer, Kockums AB,
      Malm6
1967 -72 Head of planning section,

      Sydkraft AB, Malm6

1972-74 Head of Distribution De-
      partment, GullspOang Utility,

      Orebro
1974-77 Consultarit, indnstrial

      organization, at Bohlin &
      Str6mberg Co., Stockliolm

1978-80 Vice President and Presi-
      dent at the Krangede Utility,

      Stockholm

1980-88 President of the OKG
      Utility, Stockholm

1988-President of ABB Atom AB,
     Vasteras and Business Area

      Responsible fbr Light Water

      Reactors within the ABB
     Group

Member of the Royal Swedish Aca-
 demy ofEngineering Sciences

Chairman of the Swedish Atomic

 Forum
Board Member of Innovative Tech-

 nologies Inc. Pittsburgh, ABB TRC,

 Sweden, EB Seatech, Norway

a
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          RAGNAR GERNOLM

  Born 21 December 1925 was
                        '
matriculated at Norra Latin, Stock-

holm, and studied at the University

of Stockholm and at the University

of Uppsala (1946-1956), before he

was named PhD. in 1956 by the
University of Uppsala. Now a pro-

fessor of physics at the University

of Stockholm, he has served as a

research assistant at the Royal In-

stitute of Technology (1951-1954)

and at the Institute of Physics,

University of Uppsala(19S4-19S6),

and as an assistant professor at the

University of Uppsala (1956 -1962),

before joining the University of

Stockholm in 1962. Professor
Gerhoim has been Head of the de-

partment 1970-77 and again since

1988, Dean of the faculty since
1987, a member of the Board ofthe

University of Stockholm 1981-84

and 1986-88 a member of the
            '
Swedish Physical Society, of the

European Physical Society, of the

American Physical Society, of the

Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences since 1976 member ofthe
                ,
Royal Academy of Science since
198S and a member ofthe Swedish
    ,
Atomic Research Council (1974-
1977). He has also been a member

of the Board of Studsvik Energi-

teknik AB since 1976, of the Board

of Industrifonden since 1979, of the

Board of ABV (1977-87), of the
Board of the Swedish Institute of

Foreign Affairs since 1975, and of

the International Chamber of Com-

merce's Commission on Energy since

1980.
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                BgLk liARKgS

Education:

    Bachelor's degree in Agricul-

  tural Business from Iowa Sate
  University

    Low degree from Georgetown
  University Law Center

Experience:

    Served in the U.S. Army Signal

  Corps.

    Four years (1972 - 1976) as

  Counsel to Congressman Mike
  McCormack, who was a subcom-
  mittee Chairman on the Joint
  Committee on Atomic Energy and

  on the House Committee on
  Science and Technology.

    Four years (1976 - 1980) at
  the Atomic Industriai Forum -
  first as Nuclear Information
  Services Manager, then as Staff

  Councel.

    From late 1980 through 1982,

  served as Director of the Cornmit-

  tee for Energy Awareness.

    Five years (1983 - 1988) as
  Vice President, Prograrn Devel-

  opment and Issues Management at

  USCEA.

Organizations:

    Member of the District of
  Columbia Bar and the Virginia
  State Bar.

    Member of the American Nu-
  clear Society (D.C. Chapter).

    Member of the Board of
  Directors of the Electric Informa-

  tion Council.



         YO$NeffgSA AKffYAMA

Sept.10, 1931 Born in Yamanashi
       Prefecture
Mar. 1955 Graduated from School
          of Economics, Tokyo
          University

Apr. 1955 Jointed The Kansai
          Electric Power Co., Inc.

Jun. I978 Manager,Corporate
         Planning Department

Jun. 1979 Manager, Department
          of Personnel Manage-

         ment and Secretarial
          Services

Jun. 1980 Deputy General Ma-
         nager in charge of Per-

          sonnel Management and
          Secretarial Services

Jun. 1982 General Manager and
          Executive Assistant to

          the President

Jun. 1985 Elected to the Member
          of the Board of Direc-

          tors
Jun. 1987 ManagtngDirector
Jun. 1988 Senior Managing Direc-

          tor

     KAwsuNgKe svewsuaw

Borin in Tokyo, 1939

    Graduated from Waseda

  University,1964

    Industrial Nes Reporter for

  The Nihon Keizai Shimbun
  (Nikicei), 1964 rw

    : he 1970 Annual Award of

  The Japan Newspaper Associa-

  tion for the Best News Report

  on the Ijberalization ofAuto-

  mobileIndustryinJapan
    Research Fellow at Harvard

  University, 1977 'w 1978

    Editorial Writer for The
  Nikl<ei, 1979 field; Interna-

  tional PoliticslEconomy

  Maj or Basic Industries

  EnergylResources

(Current Government Post):

    Members of the Council of
  Industrial Structure fbr MITI
                        ,
  Member of Coal Mining Coun-
  cil for MITI
           )
  Member of Petroleum Council

  for MITI
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      SliOg#MERO KOBAYA$ME

Born on July 14, 1922 in Osaka City,

  Osaka

Sept. 1946 Graduated from School

, ofEconomics,TheUniversity
     ofTokyo
Jan.1947 Joined Kansai Elecric
     Supply Co., Ltd.

May19Sl TheKansaiElectric
     PowerCo Inc.
            ee
May196S Manager,PowerSalesDe-
     partment, Office of Sales

May1968 GeneralManagerin
     charge of Office of the Pre-

     sident and Subsidiary Busi-

     ness Operation

May1970 Elected to the Member
     of the Board of Directors

     with the same office of
     managership
May1972 ManagingDirector
May1974 SeniorManagingDirector
May1975 Executive Vice-President

     and Director

Jun.1977 PresidentandDirector

Nov, 198S - Chairman ofthe Board

Directorship

Jun.1977-Director, Japan Founda-

     tion for Promotion of Science

     and Technology
Nov. 1977- Vice Chairman, Kansai

     Economic Federation

Publjcatjon

  "Total Quality Control in the Elec-

tric Utility Industry" by Shoichiro

Kobayashi et al, October 1986,
Publishing Office of the Union of

Japanese Scientists and Engineers

Hobby
Reading, Painting, and Golf
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Born in 1944

EXPHR[IENCE:
1979 to Present

  Center for Strategic & Inter-
  national Studies, Washington,

  D.C.
197S--78 DepartmentofState
  Political Officer; Wrote decision

  memoranda for the Secretary of

  State on U.S. policy toward
  Europe. Member of delegations
  to U.S.-European and U.S.-Soviet

  negotiations on worldwide arms

  sales. Specialized in French
  and German aftfairs.

1973-74 U.S.Congress,JointEco-
  nomic Committee
  Consultant (part time);

  Analyzed political and economic

  impact of East-West security ne-

  gotlatlons.

1971 Atlanticlnstitute,Paris

  Consultant (part time); Co-
  authored report for 3ean Monnet

  on U.S. and European economic

  integration. Lectured at the
  French Council on Foreign Rela-

  tions.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

1972･-75 Harvard Uhiversity, Cen-

  ter for International Affairs

  Research Fellow; Coordinated the

  HarvardlMIT faculty seminar on

  European Security. Lecturer at

  Harvard and Columbia Univer-
  sities.
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        maNNg$ B. CmeARLOCK

EDUCATION
1964 B.S. CivllEngineering,Wash-

     ington State University

1965 M.S. SanitaryEngineering,

     Washington State University

     Graduate Studies in Mathe-
1965- matics, Joint Center for Grad-

 68 uate Study, Nchland,Wash-

     lngton
1977 Ph.D. CivilEngineering,

     University ofWashington

EXPERIENCE
  As Director of Research at Bat-

telle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories,

Dr. Cearlock is responsible for the re-

search activities conducted by five

research centers and three special-

ized offices, which are staffed by

over 1,100 scientists, engineers and

professional specialists. These re-

search responsibilities cover the

broad technical areas of materials,

atmospheric, hydrologic, geochemi-

cal, radiological, chemical, environ-

mental, biologtcal, ecologtcal, com-

puter and social sciences, and manu-

facturing and process engineering.

Publications:

  "A Systems Approach to Manage-

  ment of the Hanfbrd Ground-
  water Basin." Groundwater,10
  (1):1-12,1972,etc.
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           A"gdswyvKg $vnvKE

Born on October31 1942
              '
1966 Graduated from Dept. of
     Nuclear Engineering, Faculty

     of Engineering, University of

     Tokyo
1971 Graduated from the Doctor
     Course, University of Tokyo

     Doctor of Engineering

1977 Assistant Professor, Faculty

     of Engineering, University

     Tokyo
1986 Professor,Ditto

OtherMajorPosts;

     Member of the Special Com-
     mittee, Atomic Energy Com-

     mlsslon
     Member of the Special Com-
     mittee, Nuclear Safety Com-

     mlsslon
     Member of the Special Com-
     mittee, Advisory Council on

     Energy, Agency of Natural
     Resources and Energy, MITI,

     etC.
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KLAVS RtwaSewMUMwaR

1) ProL Dr. Klaus Riesenhuber was

  born on 29 July 1938 in Frank-

  furt am Main, Germany
2) History of Education:

  1957 Studying philosophy at Phi-

       losophisch-Theologische

       Hochschule St. Georgen,
       Frankfurt am Main, West
       Germany
  19S8Entering the Society of
       Jesus

  1960 Studying philosophy at Phi-

       losophische Hochschule
       Berchamanskolleg, Pullach,

       Germany; 1962 lic. phil.
       (MA)
  1962 Studying philosophy at the

       University of Munich,
       Germany; 1967 Dr. phil.

  1967 Coming to Japan;studies of

       Japanese language,in Kama-

       kura
  1969 Studying theology at Sophia

       Uiriiversity, Tokyo; 1972

       Master in theology; 1975
       completion of the doctoral

       course in theology

3) History ofEmployment:

  1962-1967 Assistant at Philoso-

       phische Hochschule Berch-

       manskolleg, Pullach

  1967 Lecturer of philosophy at

       Philosophische Hochschule

       Berchtnanskolleg

  1969-1974 Lecturer of philo-
       sophy at Sophia Uhiversity,

       Tokyo
  1974-1981 Assistant professor
       of philosophy at Sophia
       University
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deveeopment of
with a high IeveN

 contributing to the
the n"clear industry
 of technoiogy.

Zircaleoy ceadding tube

Corrosion resistant. heat resis-
tant and wear resistant ailoys

BkMeTsuBssHe MEmt coRpoRATeoN

Tokyo Branch:
Nagoya Branch:
Osaka Branch:

23 F,World Trade Center BIdg,4-1, Hamamatsu-cho 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105 Tel Tokyo (435) 4662
NikkoBldg,22-18,Higashizakura2-chome,Nakaku,Nagoya-shi460TelNagoya{931)3350
Shendat Bldg ,2-6, Dojimahama 1-chome, Ktta-ku, Osska-sht 530 Tel Osaka (346) 1841
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 About 50 years ago mankind first generated
nuclear power It was an experiment It worked,
Commercial power generation began, And plants
became mcreasmgly complex,
  Tbday the evolution is unceasing, But as our

knowledge of nuclear energy increases, the trend

is towards simpler systems that employ natural
forces, Because, like the sun, nuclear energy

occurs in nature, The way we are thinking at

Hitachi, it's simply power from nature,

Hitachi America,

           @ HNTACHM

        Hitachi, Ltd. Tbkyo, Japan lbl -fokyo (03) 258-1111
Ltd :New Ntbrk, USA fo1 (9t4) 332-5800 Hitache Europe, Ltd London, UK -le1 (Ol) 748-2001



Ready for the future of muclear

  Toshiba's already there

encrgy?

  "Ibshiba, one of the world's largest eiectric and elec-

tronics manufacturers, is today also a leading supplier of

nuclear energy facilities and equipment.

Nuclear technology across-the-board

  C[bshiba is active in a" aspects of nuciear power

generation, from the engineering, construction and

maintenance of nuclear facilities, to computers, instru-

mentation and controls, radwaste treatment systems,

and even the supply of fuel fabrication services.

Proven record in nuclear facilities

  A major participant in Japan's nuclear deveiopment

program for the past 30 years, "Ibshiba has also delivered

a significant number of boiling water reactors (BWRs)

that are noted throughout the world for enhanced safety,

reliability, operability, avaiiability and economy.

Experience in diverse energy fields

  rlbshiba's activities in nuclear energy come backed

by nearly a century of experience in hydro, oil,

LNG and geothermal power facilities. While continuing

to lead the field in Japan, we are now also fueling

advances in these and other energy projects everywhere.

Shaping the future of nuclear energy

  rfoday, 1"oshiba's experience and vast, integrated tech-

nologies continue to play a vital role in Japan's nuclear

energy program. And all around the world, they are

contributing to new developments that wili one day free

our dwindling fossil fuel reserves for other, more creative

uses, and secure nuclear energy as the cleanest, safest,

most viable fuel alternative of all.

  rl"hat, rlbshiba beiieves, is the future of nuclear energy.

And that's what we're working to reaiize, right now.

In Touch with To, morrow

TO S HMBA
      For further inforrriation, contact: Markcting L)epartrrient, Nuclear Energy I)ivision, rR)shiba Corporation

1-6, Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, rR)kyo 100,Japan Phone: (03) 597-2084, Facsimile: (03) 597-2678, rlblcx: J22587


